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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME rCWTMHX

Tbort^j, May

NUMBER BIOHTEnr

3, 1917

HOLLAND MUSIC
LOVERS WORKING
FOR

Wagon Sale

Boys’ Coaster

SHOOT AT A

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

MARK
yearWe contracted for 100 coaster wagons for 1917
livery. We received them this month, and although they
Last

worth from 50c
count off
All

more today, weil
the old prices. Here they are:
to a dollar

|M0 Wtjoii !«r $1.89

M 2.75
“ 3JS

“
“

“3.90 “

“ 4.50
“ 4.90

“2.92
'

“

W$|mi

All $4.30

“247

them

sell

deare

fir $3.87

“
“

“4.05

“

4.41

to $1000,
do that and you will have the
satisfadion of saying to yourself not only that you have

3.51

And a few small Toy Wagons (very strong) at 27c,
36c, 58c and 76c
Some
all

of these wagons are ball bearing

as strongly constructedas they can

and some are

done what you started out to
do; but that you have profited
by it.

not, but they are

make them.

One Dap
This Week Saturday

Remember the Special Sale
Only

is

for

shoota

Prof. J. B.

Nykerk lias received

students of the

Hope

Store fnd Bazaar

East 8th St and Central Ave.

when he

sights

the game

Us

ABOUT YOUR EYESIGHT. Perfed

fitting glasses at reasonable
prices-No charge for examination.Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Message fxplodes Bum on That Several1
Did Not Paas.

O. K.

Appointedto Meet

i

With Boards to Keep in Touch With

What

la

My Flag” by

examinations,

The meeting of the Common Conncil

“Your Flag ami

at the City Hall Tuesday evening eon-

Ncsbit, that has been

isted in the dlposing of incidentalsand

published in this paper within the past

nothing more. Arguments were left on

few weeks.

the shelf at home.

These beautiful words set to music

may give some

talented

several of the boys who joined the mt*
rine corps hnd failed to pasa the final

Going On

of Music compose the music for the
great patrioticpoem

Rumors have been going around thit

Resolutions from the locsl Knight*

young musi-

of Pythias were entertained that

cian of Holland a $100 prize and a

all

Fraternalorganizations of the city
unite for big patriotic rallies. The

judges think that his or her music is
|

these toyaiit-

ies run as

mayor appointedas a committei to

meet with the

Fraternal eommilteea

Aldermen Wicrtetna, Driukwnter, and
Dykstra and a eitiaens committeecomposed of Prin. Drew, Ray Nies and John
8. Dykstra.

The Board of Public.Works recommended that as no bids had been re-

The following interestingletter eoastructed particularlyby each one of
the boys is self-evidentthat they have
all gone thru the ordeal and are now
in the marine corps ready to fight for
Uncle Bam,
The letter follows:
Marine Barracks, Paris Iiland,
South Carolina,
We decided to write to the paper,
cause we can’t afford to buy itampe
for all our friends,
We want to say to all the boya
Holland that there la no better branch
of service in U, 8, than the Marino®,
We all get good substantialfood, each
as fresh meat, potatoes,tea, coffee and
bread and some kind of a sweet for doasert. Don ’t be a boy to be drafted because you will be no good and thought
of as yellow— then you get wbat’e eoming to you, Another reason ii that
they are shooting us thru in nine weeks
instead of three months, Well thia ii
til I have to write at* present only
don’t everyoneof you forget to wrlta
to us, We can’t write very often, but
what we do write and What you people
write is not opened ao write anything

i

U

ceived for the construction of the concrete reservoir on Seventh Street,the
work be done by day labor. The Council approvedthe recommendation.
Under Motions and Resolutions the
Council granted the committee on Decoration I>ay exercises $225 instead of
$150 in view of the bigger celebration you want to,
Well, here we are in camp, sleeping
that the committee has in view this
true soldier style in tents. We ar'
The Ways and Means committeere- rived here Friday evonjpg and alept
ported that the auditing of the eity in a large building the first night, bnt
books had been completedand found are in teflts now. Everythingit fine
correct n every detail. The Council here and we are all in good health. Ww
all passed our exams, in good shape and
thru the Mayor complimentedthe city
all that remains to ne done before W®
officers upon their efficient work.
A FREE DUST PAN
The Streets and Crosswalks Commit- are full Hedged marines is to take the
oath, which we will probablydo toE. Z. Dost Pans free. All subscrihem DRUNKS GETTING FEWER; ONLY tee asked that it be granted authority
day. There seems to be no Protestant
to
purchase
material
for
the
construcTWO
HJDURIN
DURING
THE
paying one year In advance can receive
serviceshere on Sunday only Catholic,
tion of sower and water connections on
MONTH.
an E. Z. Dust Pan absolutely FREE.
24th
street. Granted by the Council. Well, as a body we want to thank the
Yon don’t have to break your back to
The Poor Committee reported an city most sincerely for tho wonderful
Drunkenness seems to be on the wane
sweep up the dutt but yon can atand
send- off that
given -*tg&
expenditure of $84 for the two weeks
erect with this new kind of a pan. This in the City of Holland. This has been
the wonderfultend-offthat was given
ending May 2, and brot in an annual
very
noticeable
the
past
six
months;
applies to old as well aa new subscribus and also for the flowers which we
whether the vote of last fall had any- report for the fiscal year of $2205 and
ers. $1.00 pays the Holland City News
all have in our Bibles and want to
to keep
thing to do with this falling off is a expenditures for temporaryaid
pan fret.
them aa long as pooaible. Wei expeel
matter of conjecture,but of the 33 ar- the fiscal year $953.53.
The committee onflRib'.icLighting to be in this specialramp for a week
rests made the past month, 23 weie for
and then we go to a maneuvering
WANTED— Machinist
bench other offenses, While ten were hauled up asked that a light Mr placed on the ramp seven milee distant for another
corner
of
State
and
23rd
s4reet.
Other
for
drunkenness.
hands, also helpers for both .day And
k or ten dayi
davs and then to the main
week
The police report ns a rule has shown committeesreported progress.
night force. Weatern Machine T6ol
ramp and into Barracks where we stay
At' the suggestion of the council, the
the opposite story.
3t20
Works.
for six or seven weeks and then, where
Besides the drunks there was one Mayor was authorized to appoint viswe go, no one knows, The officers hern
iting
committees
to
the
various
eity
arrest made for larceny, 1 for burare certain that the draft bill wilt sureglary, one for vagrancy, six for violat- hoards. It will be^the duty of all or
ly pass within a week then they are
ing the vehicle ordinance,six for riding one or more of thee committee mem
talking of what they will do to the
bicycles on the sidewalk, two for vio- bers to visit the meeting of the City
fellows that come in after that. Therelating dog quarantine, one for assault Board as often as possible so ‘hat
and battery, three for auto speeding, whenever disrussionsarise in the conn fore it in our advice that the Holland
fellows join right away, Well, I rauat
ell, members will be informed. The
and one for speeding raotoreylce.
close now as sonic of the other fellows
There were 21 lodgers during the Mayor appointed the following:
want to add some to this letter, Well,
To
Board
of
Public
Works—
Hammermonth and seven merchantsleft their
good-bye and tell everyone to write to
places of business open all night so aad, Lawrence,and Congleton.
To Park Board— Wiersema, Brink us as our mail gets to us, no matter
that the burglars could take all they
where wo roam,
had, three merchantsleft their atores and Ver Sehure.
There are fellows here of every naTo Police Board— Brieve, Dobben and
in total darkness also making them
tionalityand creed. Yerstedaywhen
Dykstra.
easy prey to thieves.
To Board of Health— Prins, Driuk the officer anked us of what religion we
were one fellow said he was “Texan”
water and Vander Liest.
To Library Board— Brink, Drinkwa and another said “I’m a sinner”.
At six o’clock the mail Is called off
1
ter and Kammeraad.
ES
To Board of Compulsory Sewer Con and nothing is more welcome than a
letter from home.
neetiona— Congleton,Wiersema
Usually after supper there are one or
Drinkwater.
KBEMEBS BITE TO BE WELL TAK
To Good Roads— The Street Commit two round boxiug matches going on
and after wc get in the Barrack* thore
EN CARE OF BY THE
tee.
will be movies and music.
COUNCIL
o
We decided that this will be enough
news for the first time. Probablythe
TO
That the Holland Hospital Aasocianext time you receive letter* we will
tion is alive is evident.At the reguALbo in a differnt camp. Once again,
lar meeting of the Common Council
readers,don’t forget to write os there
last evening, the Association reported
are anxious fellows at this end.
progress, and requested that the city
With best regards,
of Holland should co-operate for the TEN BOYS LEAVE FOR FARM SATMarshal Iving,
permanentmaintenance of the hospital.
URDAY TO HELP TILL THE
Stanley Wall,
The council did their part by introduc
SOIL
Norman Cobb,
ing resolutionsthat the Park Board
Benjamin Rutgerir
take care of the ground, the hospital

Finit

Consult

Councilman

high as $50,000 and more as
the poem is very timely and owing to
along his gun barrel, invites hh
the patrioticspiit that pervades this
friends to a quail dinner.
country, no doubt a great many' copies
will be sold. The music must express
strength, dignity and contain an eleIt is just the result of
ment of popularity.
shooting at a mark.
There is one aure thing that the
competing students in Holland will
have their work gone over by able
judges as is evidenced from the following list of eminent musical critics:
Felix Borowski,music editor of the
THE
Chicago Herald and member of the faculty of the Chicago Musical College;
leofonte Campanni, Director General
of Chicago Grand Opera Co.; Mr. Korleton Hackett, Music Editor of Chicago
Evening Post, also meipber of faculty
FOB SALE — Seed Potatoes. H P. Zwe- of American Conservatoryof Music;
Dr. P. C. Lutkin, Dean of School of
mer, 275 E. 8th St. Phone 1460.
Music at NorthwesternUniversity.
ger

PAPER

t

An

n

College School

Mr. Nykerk says that

5 and 10c

FOUND

communicationfrom the P. 1J. Voland
Co., Munir Composers, asking that his

the best.

A. PETERS'

THIS

.

BOOKS AUDITED AND

royalty on each copy sold, provided the

The hunter who

LETTERS FROM THE
FRONT REACH

CHICAGO COMPANY WANTS MUBOYS AT PORT ROYAL, A O.,
SIC WRITTEN FOB NEBIT’S
CITY SPENDS $3,168.53 FOB ITS
A JOINT LETTER FOR THB
POPULAR POEM
POOR DURING YEAR; CITY
FOLKS AT HOME,
Also Try to Win the
Prise

possible to build it

AP-

POINTS COMMITTEE
TO MEET AT RALLY

PRIZE

Hope CoUege School of Music Will

If vou have a savings account that is under llOO.OOresolve that you will build it up
to $100. If it is dose to the
$500 00 mark, determine that
you will make it $500. If it is

at a dis-

$100

COMMON COUNCIL

ill

year.

was

W.

R.

STEVENSON

Street

THE OPTICAL SPECIALIST

24 East Eighth

•
Holland, Michigan

and

1

COUNCIL CO-OPERATWITH HOLLAND

HOSPITAL ASS’N

-

—

-

*

BE
FARMERS SOME
READY ON FARM

SCHOOL BOYS

,

“See Our Exhibit of Simmons Beds”

site adjoining the city park, that the Those Student* Up In Work Can Get
city through the .Board of Publie
Two Weeks Stretch from
Works maintainthe light and water
bills,and that the city supply fuel and
Studies.
two hundred dollars annuallyfor the
upkeep of the hospital. After these
The following boys will leave for the
resolutions had pased tfnauimously,
Mayor Vandersluis complimented the farm Saturday:Walter Steketee, Harcouncil on the stand which they had
vey De W^Yrd, Clarence Olin, Charles
taken for the welfare of the city at
Zeerip , Julius Bolt, Arthur Neerken
large.

“HIS MAJESTY” THE BABY
DEMANDS UTMOST CRIB SAFETY
The call for crib safety is imperiousl
It means saving the motber hours of
worry. Simmons knows what kind of
cribs babies need. Simmons Safe
Cribs embody the latest word in nursery science on the subject of

i

L

has a

casters,

noiselessside slide and fricdonlest

which insure its moving with

the greatest ease.

At Phenomenal Low

Henry Bouwernian, Floyd Bedell,BasPrice

of

APRIL THE WETTEST
MONTH IN FIVE YEARB

enameled finish is exceptionally
handsome, making this crib suitable
for the most expensivelyequipped
Its

Crib Comfort

Crib Safety

Crib Beauty

Crib Sanitation

• We are
Simmons

proud to offer you the
Safe Crib illustrated.
It is marked especiallyby kith
sides, over which baby cannot
climb; by close-set upright filler rods,
so that the baby cannot get
caught.

Jas. A.

It

homes.

Brouwer Co.,

All other Nursery Furnishings exhibited in this store are

modem, scientific and beautiful as this Simmons Safe Crib.
as

212-214 River Avenue
Holland, Michigan

J

-

in April, 1911.
There were seven clear days in April
14 partly cloudy and 9 cloudy.

-

o

Henry Den Uyl and Miss Jennie De
Free were united in marriage yesterday

WANTED— Strong, healthy men

of

good habits over 21 years old for at-

tendants at Ionia State Hospital
Good wages. Personal application
prtferrable. Otherwise fire age,
height, weight, prerious occupation

and names of reference® to 'Eugene
Own®, General Supervisor, Box 494

_
Ionia, Ml/’t lg*n

Gerrit Raak of New Holland was
gathered in by Officer Steketee Friday
night for looking upon the wine too
freely. He paid a fine of $4.60® Gterrit Van Schelven’a court. Thials the
first case Von has had since being elected for thia office two weeks ago. Jus
tice business ia not new to G. Van
Schelven, he having occupied that position for more than twenty years before he was appointed postmaster.

P

_

In common with other communities,

*

BUT COMMITTEES FROM DIFFER-

ENT LODGES AND ORGANIZATIONS MEET TO CONFER
The patriotic meeting to be held
this evening is not exactly a public
meeting, although all interestedcan attend.

Tho meeting i» really intended to
have different representativesof the
doing his best to enlist the young pupil differentorganizations and lodges conof the school to aid on the farms and fer with one another for the purpose
of organizing into one large organizathus help Uncle Sam fight the war with
tion. No doubt & big demonstration
a hoe.
will result by virtue of the meeting tonight.
The above named be® W‘U be
Principal Drew of the High school

Observer Schurrbuachof the Grand
Haven weather bureau has issued the
monthly metrorological summary covering the recent month of April.
The highest temperatureduring the
month was 72 degrees on the 18th and
the lowest was 21 degrees on the 9th.
The mean temperature for the monto
was 41 degrees which is about* three
degrees below the average normal for
April. The rainfallduring April has
amounted to 4.40 inches,making it the
wetteet April in five years. The record
for the month is 5.52 inches attained

nurseries;yet its moderateness of price
will take it into the simplest

B

tian Trip, George Hill.

MEETING TONIGHT NOT
A PUBLIO MEETING

Mr§. Ed Hewitt of Trowbridgepre- afternoon at 3 o’clock at their futon
home 47 Eaat 10th street by Bev. Jcrtia
sented the city editor of The Allegan
Van Peursem.They were attendedby
News with six fine fresh eggs last Sat- Smoa Den Uyl, brother of the groom
urday. The lady ha> a flock of twenty and Miss Mary De Free sister of the
hens that lay daily 18, 19, or 20 eggs, bride. There were about 80 guests
resent including
_ _guests from Grand
and they are mommoth eggs too. Six of
them weighed 10^4 ounces and one large Rapids and Detroit,. The bride ia the
egg weighed four ounces and measured daughterof Mr. and Mrs. A. De Free
and Mr. Den Uly ia the well known
0^4 inches by 8% inches. Some egg.local agent for FlieshmanYeast Co.
Allegan News.

pre

,

the farm all day Saturday and

If

John De Kruif of Bangor, is visiting friends here today. Mr. De Kruif
they will be given a two weeks stretch formerly resided in Zeeland, but la now
in the drug business at Bangor.
to help cultivate the soil and thus aid
is found that they are

up

in their

work

-

the food supply in this vicinity.
It is Mr. Drew’s .intentionto have
the boys work in relays so that they
may not be away from their studiesaltogether. Home of the boys are already on a farm and have been for a
week. Morris Stegerda ia one of them.
The boys are being used on the farm at
the Park and also on the McAllister
farm at Gibson. Russell Butgers and
Lyman Lage will start to work on the
latter named farm Saturday.
Any farmer in need of help owing
to the increased acreage that he ii
tilling will do well to write Principal C. E. Drew of the Holland High
school and he will see that the available boys are given a place.

*

____________________

The

o

-

office force of the Holland Fur-

nace Company last night banquetedat
Crawford ’s Cafe, Jenaion Park in honor of Hoyt G, Post, manager of tho
credit department, who leaves for the
officer’s training camp in a week, He
was presented with a leather traveling
toilet case.

-

o

-

Dr. C. P. Brown of Spring Lake who
is seriouslyill at bis home in that village waa reported to be in a very critical condition today and little hope it
held out for hit recovery. Doc. Brown
has t boat of friends in Holland. He
has been quite a power in Republican
politicsand a great speaker on tho
floor of a convention. .

Holland City JVeui

AMD
*Dr. Pr«d Brower baa taken the agency
in thla territoryfor the Saxon automobile.

Wm. B.

Kellogg of South Haven,

wa> in the city Monday. Mr,. Kellogg ia
« well known horaeman and had many
faat ateppera when Holland was more
in the racing game.
Corneliua B. Muate of Grand Rapida
and Henry C. Jaeoba of thia city will
aaanme pastorates in the east in Mar.
-Muate will go to Amsterdam, N. Y. and
Jacobs to Albany, N. Y.
Mayor James E. Harley of Aurora,
HI., baa announced be will give fifty
bushels of seed potatoes to poor fam*
iliea who will use them in the "plant
a lot" campaign. Seed potatoes drop•pod 50 cents a bushel there today.
Bupt. of Police Carroll of Grand
‘Bapida, has placed six new motorcycle
«ops on duty and from now on an active campaign will be waged against
wpeeders about that city with mufflers
open.
Miss Dorothy Bosman of New Holland will be valedictorianof the class
•of 1917 of Holland High school. Her
scholarship percentage was 96.14. Salutatorian Miss Ruth Bauhahn had a
.percentage of 95.6.
A freight ear on the Michigan R’y
Monday morning at 6:50 jumped the
*traek at the curve just below the hill
mt the East Limits. For two hours truffle was tied un. Conductor Palmer
and Motorman Mulder were in charge
of the motor.
The Ladies Aid Society of the School
for Christian Instruction will hold
their next meeting on Friday afternoon.
Jacob Boonatra and Frank Boonatra
wero in Grand Rapida on business Mon-

'

enrv Bouwens spent Monday in
Grand Haven.
L. Ardenburg who has occupied the
npstairs of the home of Mrs. C. Pieper
•on Church street moved Monday to
the residence of G. Moeke and Sons
•on Taft avenue.

Samuel P. De Free who has been ill
with pneumonia for the pa^t three
weeks, is recovering.

Gerrit Elen baas has purchnsed jhe
new bungalow of Albert Timmer which
the latter recently erected on Cherry
street. Mr. Elenbaas will move into
his new home this week Thursday. Mr.
A-Wemstra who recently purchasedthe
i residence which Mr. Elenbaas occupied
. on (Smrch street, will move into that
f home this week.
Samuel P. De Pree, who has been ill
with pneumonia for the past three
weeks is recovering.
Mrs. Henry Dornbos returned to
Grnd Haven Tuesday after spending a
few days visiting with relatives in
Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. bimon Bouwens and
four children who have been spending
the past winter at ‘White Cloud, Minr.,
where Mr. Bouwens acted is salesman
for a large shoe and rubber concern, ro• 'turned te their home here Friday. Mr.
y Bouwens will immediately tike up hia
V.peeki>on at the Bonwena shoe store.
At a consistory meeting of the 1st
Wormed ehnrah Fiidav evening it was
decided to bniid a basement under
the ehnrch and make several other
changes in the church building.
Harm Bromsen of Crisp waa 2u the
dty on business Friday.
Miss Jeanette Bchaap who is attending the Normal at Kalamazoo is visiting with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
C. Bchaap. *
C. Bosenraadwas in Grand Haven on
business Friday.
Herman Kooiker of Hamilton was in
Zeeland Friday. Hia son, Marvin, returned to Zeeland Friday from Grand
Rapids where he is attending business
J. De Krnif of Bangor is visiting with
•relatives and friends in this city.

A Urn wedding oecarred here Ittt
Mrs. J. Meyer has returned from a
week's visit with her. sister in Grand week Thursday evthinf at de home
of Mr. and Mra. Albert Lanning when
Rapids.
An interurban car left the track just their daughter Mjnnie was united la
rest of Jamestown Saturday evening marriage to Henry Wyngarden of
at 7 o'clock. This is the fourth time VrieiUnd. Rev. W. Vanden Werp of*
that a car was derailedwithin a week. ficiated. Miss Agnes Wyngrden a sisplyed the
the wedding
In this case the car which left the ter of the groom plyed’
track was a freight car and each time march. They w ill moke their home
it occurred while the car was making on a farm near Vriesland.
William Kok lost a valuable horse
a curve in this vicinity. The first
time the Incident occurred was at tho Ust week Wednesday.
Mias Kate Bl^k of Grand Rapids viscurve at Saugatuck. Last week Thursday two freight ears left the track on ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Johannes Slik Monday.
the carve at the oast limits of this
Mr. nad Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst of
city. Thursday evening a large pole
Hamilton attended the entertinment
was snapped off at the west limits of here last Thursday evening.
Zeeland and also a freight car was deMiss Jennie Boer and John Boer and
railed. Traffic was delayed several Ed Kole attended the cantata in Hamhours when a freight car left the rails
ilton the past week.
Saturday. The car had jumped across
The Misses Hattie and Lora Brouwer
another track and snapped off two of and Henry Mast were the guests of
the polos. Sunday morning at 5 o’clock Miss Hattie Van Haitsma of Vriesland
the line wns in repair again.
last week Tuesday morning.
Chester Hulst, the one-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hulst die!
verp suddenly Monday at the home
of his parents one mile east of the
Oakland creamery. The child died of
brain fever. Funeral services will be
held Fridav at 12 o’clock at the home NEW ORDINANCE TAKES EFFECT
TUESDAY; MILK SELLING AT
in Oakland, the Rev. Wm. M. Terpstra
officiating.Interment at Benthcim cemSEVEN CENTS

•

ROM THE

RESIDXNT or HOLLAND

SENTINEL BOVS
LEFT FOB THE

00

-WILL WRITE

ART
IN

DEAD MAN

SON
OF FIRST PROFESSOR
AT CALVIN COLLEGE

TWENTY YEARS, DEAD

SATURDAY

DETAIL

DAUGHTERS.

LATER.

IS

LAW OF JAR A. BROUWER AND BROTHER OP REV.
BRUINOOOB OF CRISP.

SON-IN

Jacob 8. Dogger, 59 years old, died
Sunday morning at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Henry Ebellnk, after
an illness of two weeks . He is surWm. Boer died at Hudsonville,
vived by three sons and two dsughters. Mich., at 6:30 o’clock Tuesday morncoast artillery.
Simon and James of this city and Pettfr ing at the age of 38 years. He was
Elmer Poppe writes:
of Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Henry Eb- bora ia Grand Rapida in 1879. His
Dear Ben:—
elink of Central Park, and Miss Bessie father was Prof. G. E. Boer, first proAm busy as a bee. This is the first of Grind Rapids.
fessor in Cslvin College. Mr. Boer
chance I had to write. Well dear
The funeral was held Wednesday entered the millingbusiness at Hudsonfriend I went thru 0. K. Expect to at 2 o’clock at ho Ebelink home, Cen- ville in 1908 and has been very meleave for the coast, Saturday,April tral Park. Mr. Dokker had been a cesafol.
28. Bay but Columbus ia some town. resident of this city for the past 20
July 18, 1912, he was married to
We certainly are getting fine grub.
Miss Gertrude Brother, eldest daughter
Give my best to the bunch and tell
so:
at Mr. and Mrs. James A. Bronwer, of
them that as soon as our heads clear ROOF BLOWS OVER
Holland.
we will write and tell you all that
HOUSE INTO FIELD Funeral serviceswill be held Friday
there is to know.
at 11:30 from the residence of Mrs. 0.
So long,
The roof, from the horse barn on the 8. Boers at Hudsonvilleand at two
(POPPE.
farm of Gerrit Hesselink was lifted o’clock from the La Grave Aveane
Morris Moody writes:—
completely off, blown over the houso church at Grand Rapids. Rev. H. Beets
Just a card to let you known that and deposited in the field without do- will officiate.
we are all o. k. and am having a good ing damage to anyone or anything but
He is survived by a wife and two
time. We have not had very much the roof itself.
children,Gorden and Lewise, an aged
drilling yet. We have afternoons pff
A sudden gust of wind a little more mother, two sister, Winnie and Jessie,
and we look the town over. Poppe and than the others made an aeroplane of at Hudsonvilleand one sister, Mrs.
etery.
I passed and expect to leave Monday. the barn covering.
Bruinooge of Crisp, Michigan and one
The Tryphosa society of the First
One of the most stringentand import- Don’t know where; will let you know
brother, Gerard at Grand Rapids.
Reformed church will Wet Friday evean ordinances passed reoently by the later. We are in uniform.
WARNS PARENTS WHOflE SONS
ning at the home of Miss Cornelia
solons of Zeeland, went into edect
Moody.
PLAN TO CULTIVATE FARMS
Derks on Main street.
THIRST PLACES OPEN
Tuesday, May 1. It ia an ordinance
LEFT
Miss Trolby Goller, who has for two
demanding good, pure milk. The anONE HOUR LONGER
Fearing
that
the
average
farm
hand
years been at the head of the millinery
ticipationof it by the milkmen led to
is an unfit companion for boya, Prof.
department of the A. La Hnis Co. store
a recent raise in price from six to
0. 8. Morgan, head of the department
was suddenly taken ill with appendici- seven cents.
May 1st saloons are open from 6 to 10
FIVE MORE RECRUITS FROM HOL- of agricultureat Columbia university, instead of 7 to 9. Last November,as is
tis Sunday. She was operated upou
The ordinance is to license producers
LAND
GO TO PORT
is sending a warning to parents whose
Monday afternoon by Dr. H. Yandon and persons selling milk, cream and
the understandingand has been for
ROYAL.
sons are planning to spend the summer some time tho saloons are open in the
Berg of Grand Rapids, assisted by Dr. milk products; to provide for the inas farm laborers that the environment
J. De Pree of Zeeland. Mias Goller,
A large crowd of frienda Monday aft- should be investigatedbefore the boys winter from 7 to 9, but no somer does
spection of dairy herds, dairies, and
May 1 arrive and the balmy air is
who home is at Jackson, is recovering
ernoon
escorted
Geo,.
Glupker,
Peter
milk and to regulate tho care and sale
are allowed to go on the farm.
with us when the thirst parlors are alnicely.
of milk. The milkmen were heretofore Marcusse and Marinua Kole to the sta"Every parent should investigate lowed two more hoars in which to disDr. and Mrs. J. W. Vanden Berg
tion
and
waved
farewell*
as
they
left
free from buying a license but on
most carefully the particularfarm to pense drinks.
spent Tuesday in Zeeland.
Tuesday all persons engaging in the on the 2:25 for Grand Rapids as the which the boy is to be sent, A ProfessThe ushering in of the extra time wss
Mrs. F. M. Werm of Detroit is spendproduction for sale, delivery or distri- first lap of the journey to Port Royal, or Morgan says. "Whenevefltis posTuesday when those who hustled in a
ing a fortnight'svisit with her parents bution of milk had to have a 8. C. These three young men have ensible the parents should have a per- little before 9 to blow the suds from
Mr. and Mrs. A. De Kruif.
license. The Board of Health issues listed in the Marines.
sonal acquaintance with the farmer and
The Rev. Wm. D. Vander Werp of the licensesupon the payment of the
Harold Gold and Wilbur Oudermou- his employees. The average farmer is the top of one more schuper found that
they had an extra hour to drink it in.
Drenthe was in Zeeland Tuesday.
following: for selling milk or cream len, two other Holland high graduates, a satisfactorycompanion for boys, but
Raymond Drukker of Kalamazoo, from wagons, $5 for each wagon en- left this city Wednesday. They
his farm hands are usually unfit comformerly of Zeeland, is spending a few gaged; from a dairy, restaurant,cream- have also joined the Marines.
HANS DYKHUIS IN
panions for boys from 12 to 16 years
days visitingwith friends here.
ery or milk company, $2; for selling
of age."
DRIVE ACROSS STATE
Messrs. Chris Bareman and Timon from the house or when delivered by
WEST MICHIGAN rffATB
— :o:—
Vanden Brink, who have conducted the hand at the rate of $1 for each cow
UNIVERSITY TO SEND
FAIRGROUNDS WILL BE
Enterprise Meat Market at Zeeland for supplying the milk. The money thus
Another consignment if Ford cars
TWO
HOSPITAL
UNITS
PLOUGHED FOR FARMING
the past thirteen years dissolved their collected together with the fines rereached Grand Haven Monday morning
partnership this week. Mr. Bareman ceived, if any, will be turned into the
The University of Michigan is to from Detroit having been driven across
purchased the interestof Mr. Vanden Public Health fund to be used by the
The West Michigan State Fair asso- have two hospitalunits with the Amer- the state by Grand Haven drivers for
Brink and he will now conduct the Board of Health.
Thielman Auto Ca, distributorsfor the
ciation will plant 20 acres of the fair ican ambulance corps in France.
market. Mr. Bareman thirteen years
The ordinance further demands that grounds to beans and then sow rye to
Ralph Btarrett,of Montclain, N. J., Ford.
ago purchased his share in the market the milk wagons shall be covered to aid in increasing the food supply and
The drivers were Hsns Dykhuis, C.
a student has obtained permission of
from J. Boes who had been in partner- adequately guard against sun and dust. will apply the profits on the debts of President Hutchins to enlist 25 men for Thielman,Bert Fant, "Harold Westership eight months prior to this. Mr. No person may sell milk in quantities the organization. H. G. Smith, Kent
hof, Ed Behm and John Vyn, jr.
one company.
Vanden Brink has discontinued the less than a gallon except in sterilized county agricultural agent will .net as
The tourists arrived in Grand Haven
The ambulance company must be supwork but has not yet made any definite bottles. All cows most be given the advisor ou soil preparation.Tractors ported ud maintained by the alumni. at 6 o’clock in the morning.
plans for the future.
tuberculin test. The milk must be ab- and gang plows will be securtd. The
solutely pure and have a temperature fair will be held September 17 to 21
of less than sixty degrees Fahrenheit. and plans suggested by the federal
JENISON PARK
Any person violating the ordinance departmentof agriculture will be folMrs. Drake arrived here Tuesday
from Detroat where she spent the win- will be punished for tho first offenseby lowed in placing premium money on
a fine not exceeding $10 or ten days agriculturalprodacts and livestock.
ter with her daughter.
of Grand Rapids, Michigan
Vos’ family have moved in Mrr imprisonment in the county jail; for Cost of production and prdnetion per
Kents’ housegfl|rmerlvoccupied by Mr. the second offensea fine not exceeding acre will be importantfactors in the
service issues you through financialresponsibly, full legal
$25 or 25 days imprisonmentand for awarding of premium.
-P
protedion, State and Court supervisionand administrativeabilMiss Susan Cunningham and brother the third offense a fine not exceeding
$100 or 90 days in jail.
have moved to New York.
ity and efficiency through its officers,ita board of directors, its
JOINE 0. E. S.
:o:
Mr. Jesiek.. ’s baby has been seriousstockholders,its counsel, its many experts and it« accurate acly ill with measles,.
80
MUSIC FEST
counting department. Our fees are nominal -no more than you
Mrs, Minier has returned from TennOF FIFTY
would pay an individual.
essee for the summer. *
Our community was sorry to learn of
the recent death of Willis French of
Mrs. Lura Kress and Mrs. G. A.
In spite of inclemency of the weathGrandivlle.They spend the summer
Send for Blank Form of Will and Bookie!
er, a merry music fest was held Mon- Lacey, officers of the Star of Bethlevacation here He was a bright and
on Descent and Distribution of Property,
day evening at the home of Mrs. M. J. hem, 0. E. 8., of this city, attended the
handsome lad, loved by all who knew
Hoffman on East Thirteenth street.
him,. His parents have our deepest
The program consisted entirely of initory service of the Ft;nnville0. E.
sympathy.
vocal music, and was furnished entirely S. Friday night. Saugatuck and Doug
Safe Deposit Boxes to Rent at Very
Cost.
by her pupils.
lodges were there in large numbers and
Audits made of books of Corporations, Firms and
HAMILTON NEWS
An impromptu limelight was producthe Douglas chapter conferred the work
Rev. Walvoord has gone to Iowa to ed by focusing the light of one chanIndividuals.
delier into the music room, and leaving for the Fennville chapter. A very po
attend the Synod.
Hubert Tannis went to Holland last the other rooms in semi-darkness, pro- culiar and touching incident, comes
Friday on business.
ducing quite a theatricaleffect.
to light through the initiation. Just
John and Maude Ver Hulst of
All of the pupils sang artistically and fifty years ago Mrs. Rebecca Dutcher
Hi— *n*— ii
mimmin
Drenthe visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry showed the resultsof careful training.
now dose to 80 years old, helped to
Ver Hulst last week.
The accompaniments were all playel
organize a .Masonic order ia Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tanis visited Mr. by Mrs. Hoffman.
and Mrs. Joe Drnek last week.
Holland is indeed fortunate in hav- by offeringher own home as a meeting
Three new teachers have been hired. ing such an experienced and capable place and making with her own hands
The cantata of last Friday evening vocal teacher.
thirty white aprons. Her own family
was well attended. People came from
-:o:Bible was used until she earned the
I
Salem, Forest Grove, Drenthe and OvPETER KOROSE
money herself with which to buy
erisel. B. J. Kliensteker from Balem
now one and preseute'dthe newly orwas seen here with his new Ford.
BRIDE IN
{
John and Jennie Boer visited at H.
ganized lodge with the Bible for their
The Sentinel'boys who went to the
front have passed the rigid examinations and left for California Saturday
where they will be placed with the

years.
-
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ZEELAND MILKMEN BUT
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LICENSES FIBST TIME

THREE

MONDAY

TWO YESTERDAY

The Michigan Trust Co

Lover.

-

-

AT

AFTER SERVICE
YEARS

WAS

HELD MONDAY NIGHT

Low

J

TAKES

The Ladies Good Will eociety met
Friday afternoon at the homo of Mrs.
•& Bronwer on East Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Geerlings of Jamestown Tannis.
•were in the city on bnsiness Friday.
Sheriff Dornbos was in the city on
bnsbess Friday.
The paving of Main street is progressingnicely. Gerrit Beenker.ia, a
Grand Rapids contractor is putting in
Tthe enrbing. The street from State Pt.
•west will be first paved.
Ati J. N. Clark has returned from
W business trip to Detroit.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. G. Kleinjsns—
a son

MESSAGE

OHIOAGO

Mir. Koopman and Mr. John Peters
were in Allegan on business Friday.
Rev. Zwemer from Holland conducted the services here Sunday.
Henry Boer waa in Grand Rapids
on business.

If

you wish
in your

united in wedlock with the local busi- man to become identified with the
ness man at the home of her parents Chapter.For 35 years she devoted her
and in the presence of a large company
life to the care of an invalid daughter,
of friends.
DRENTHE
The romance dates back five years who during the past years was called
Mr. and Mrs. George Bchruer of Jam- ago when the Korase brother* were in Home and in less than another week
estown visited at the home of thejr bnsiness in Chicago. There he first also lost a son. Now in her declining
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Teunis Palmbos met bis bride. They will make their
years, for the first time, she has found
the past week.
home at 28 East 8th street.
it possible to identify herself with the
This week Friday evening Major I Harry and Bert TerHaar made a
order she loved. The ceremonies were
business
trip
to
Grand
Rapids
last
Stewart of Grand Rapids was at Zeemost beautiful and impressive and all
land to give the eight recruits from week Wednesday.
Miss Minnie Sluiter is spending a
this city their military training at
present spoke highly of the work as
'Wyngarden Hall This practice will be few days with her sister, Kata Sluiter
portrayed by the Douglas officers. Aftcontinued until they are sent to the of Oakland.
er the ceremonies two hundred visitors
Hattie
Lanning
jn
on
the
sick
list.
mobilizing camp.
An entertainment was given by the
Mrs. Milan Huyser left for Grand
Muskegon, April 30— Ten per cent of and members partook of the banquet
Rapids Saturday for a stay with rein- young peoples society Wednesday eve- a normal peach crop is all that Michi- prepared by the Fennville order and
'lives there. Mr. Huyser also spent ning. Supper was served for the mem- gan will raise tttryea^, asserts John enjoyed a social hour.
bers at 5 o'oclock in the chapel, while Carmody, state horticuluristof the M.
Sunday in Grand Rapids.

have Music

home,

And do

Peter Korose, one of the proprietors hall.
of the Palace Billiard hall, has taken
First, for some reason or another, it
unto himself a bride. Miss Harikliz
seemed
impossible for this grand woArahovitisof Chicago Sunday was

to

not wish to invest

much

money,
Why not come
stock of

in

and look ooer our

SECOND BAND ORGANS?

Prices from f5 to S40.
A SECOND HAND
Fischer Piano for $40.

MICHIGAN TO HAVE
TEN PER GENT OF
NORMAL PEACH CROP

I

Meyer's Music House
}7 West 8th

I

Street

\rjiiim-nmiimsiii0^tnimiimmii^miiiim^i
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Harold Van Loo of Grand Rapids the program in the church began at A. C. in this city, Saturday, bent on
7:30. A large crowd ittended the explaining to Muskegon county farm•pent Sunday with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Wolf of Grand Rap- .program which consisted of singing ers the need of spraying operations
ids and formerly of Zeeland spent Sun- and recitations.
immediately. Mr. Carmody has travelJohn Ver Hulst spent a couple of ed about the state extensively this
day visiting at the home of Mri. C.
days of last week wjth his relatives.
'Pieper.
spring and says his statement as to the
Roclof 4bdeweg took the interur- small peach crop cornea after a most
Mrs. J. Languis spent Sunday visiting in Rusk at the home of her sister- ban for Grand Rapids one day last careful and detailed survey of condiin-law, Mrs. Gerrit Schrotenboer, wac week.
tions as they actually exist.
\ •
Miss Jennie Kok was utited in maris slowly recovering from a serious ill
riage to Mr. Justin Maatmaa, Overisel,
ness.
Alfred Van Voorst, formerly of Zee- the past week, Rev. W. Vander Werp LAD OF 17 IS
Notice is
given that the Board of
Equalization of
land who is now employed in Cadillac, tying the knot.
ON
the City of Holland will
at the
Council
said
' Mr. and Mrs. Tuenis Palmbos visited
-•pent Sunday with relativeshere.
Martin Sterken of New Groningen at the home of M/. and Mrs. George
Justice G. Van Schelven, whose first City at 9:00 o’clock in the forenoon of
Van Rhee last week Saturday.
is -erectinga new barn on his farm.
cases in court after assuming his duMr. and Mrs. Henry Zoet Lavs ties as justice,were six drunks, two
Pearl and Henrietta Allen of Grand
Rapids are visiting at tho home of changed their plans for the coming Saturday and four today, says, "They
their brother-in-law and sister, Mr. summer. Instead of going to Hudson- are offering the same stories they did
ville they wjll move into the house 28 years ago.”
and Mrs. A. Barense.
Gerrit Buter who is employed in a owned by Mrs. Kiekover. Mr. Zoet
William Barbar, a youth, was arsdrug store at Kalamazoo, spent Bun is doing crpenter work in Hudsonville. raigned in Justice Van Schelven 's
Henry Nyenhuis of Zeeland spent court Monday ar m,. on the charge of
4sy visiting with reUtives is Zealand
Mr. oad Mrs. Clyde Schut and chil- Sunday with his parents here.
larceny from a dwelling.In the comJacob Kamps of South Blendon spent plaint, it is alleged that he broke
dUea of Grand Rapids spent Sunday
with Mrs. Beirut '• mother, Sunday at the home of his parents, Mr. into the boarding house of Peter Kuy- and that it will continue in session at least four days successivelyand as much longer
JL De Groot on West Main street. and Mrs. Roelof Kamps.
er>, two miles north of the city, and
as may be necessary, and at least six hours in each day during said four days or more,
Engbert Hoeve -was a Holland vis- stole $2.14.
. Schot was formerly in tho employ
itor one day last wesk.
He is a stranger, having come here and that any person desiring to do so, may then and there examine his assessment.
cf the City of Zeeland.
John Nykamp has employed John recently from Bay City. It was the
on.. Cornelia Kloosterman of Kalais visiting with relatives and Redder aa hired man for the summer old story of looking for wo/k and
months.
eonldn’t find it, but the court found
in Zeeland and vicinity.
Herman Kok of ZuUihen was the that hard to believe. Barbar wss bound
who is attending M. A.
Mich., April 19,
with relatives here this guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Nienhuis over to the next term of circuit
Sunday.
court.
|
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Holland City

MAN

IS

FOUND HANG-

ING IN BARN,

FATHER A00U8ED

DID ANT ONE LOSE

DEAD
A

JULIUS ZEUNKA, MI88INO BUT

LARGE

A
IF BO,

OF

FEW MINUTES, FOUND HANOINOtFEOM BAFTEB

and thereby become the MVinth great*
0HAMBEK OF OOMSTOP GLEANING HOUSE
est nation of the wbfld. The Englisbi
OF INCEST WITH
FOR BABY WEEK MERGE SENDS WILSON and the French and the Belglaai wet*
OWN DAUGHTER EVERY MOTHER IN CITY SHOULD
PLEDGE OF surroBT £
|

THEY MAY FIND THE CHEW
THE BOAT MABOONBD ON
CHILD BORN TO 16-YHAB-OLD
DE8BBT ISLAND.
QIRL IN ALLEGAN

HEAR

HOSPITAL.
Mjwing but a few minutes Thursday
morning the body

was found hanging from a

Is a

Hungarian by

birth, has

and brothers on a place located near
to the story told Dr.

Preley during his investigationof the
case, Julius

with crew, 52, Bheboygan Isle,
shipwrecked.Can’t get off. Bend
help. Latitude 60, longitude 45.
Bend help. Capt. B. H. Smith.”

been

residingwith his stepfather, his mother

Agnew. According

iiaf.'sAsB.'rar:
“April 5, 1017.— Passengers,

home. Zelinka,

rafter in the barn at his

who

at the John
girl of 15 years,
gave birth to a child, which fortunately did not live. There are ugly rumors of a near relativebeing responsible for the plight of the girl, one who
should have protected her instead of
ruining her. The girl is perhaps not

was of a very ^oody

dis-

position, subject to fits of melancholia

and brooding, which at times became
serious.

However sovere these spells have
been in the past the young man has
always in time completely recovered
from them, and cheered up to a normal
condition of mind. Recently he spent
several weeks in Benton Harbor and
returned but a short time ago to the
family home near Agnew, where he as
nisted his step-fatherand two brothers
in running tho farm. As nearly as could
be determinedthere had been no particular family troubles to upset him in
any Way. According to the information
secured by Dr. Presley,county coroner,
that morning Julius arose before daylight and went out to the barn to do
some of the morning chores. Shortly
afterwards his step father, Bam Sulka,
also arose and went to the barn. He
returned to the house shortly and was
asked to call Julius from his work.
The step-father stated that Julius was
not in the barn and no response being
received from the calls he went back
to the barn with other members of the
family to investigate.
Within a few feet where Bulka had
been working just a fiw minutes be
fore, the body of Julius was discovered

|

A-Bisswrise St
futnrm

be

part in the Baby

GIFTS ARE
LEFT HOPE COLLEGE

ical advice

when

they

met

elected:

Leader— Rev. Leonard Trap;
President— Peter Staal;
Soc.-Treas.—Mrs. Minnie Languie;
A crowd of school children about ten
The class has been orginized for
miles northeast from this city nearly
became criminals when they saw a about one year and haa been very sucyoung buck in the woods near the cessfullyconductedunder the leaderOvens district schoolhouse and planned ship of Rev. Trap, the pastor of the
to eat venison while one of their num- church. At the time of its organiseber scooted home for his dad ’s shotgun. ! tion it constituted twenty members,
It’s fleetnesssaved its life, however, I and at tho present time it has more
and tnen youngsters
vnnniratara nnm
number. After the
now kairn
have ttiaS*
their aarm
ears 1’ ttlSn
lu»u doubled that numuer.
to the ground. They think the beauti- 1 businesssession a social hour was spent
ful animal went
J and a short program of readings and
Friday two farmers from Crisp camo !
rendered. The ladies served
to the city with the tale of the excite- j refreshments,
ment of that vicinity. John Boos thot
°

uvuuicu

>

mu«ic

’is.”
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HOLLAND SENTINEL

ERS TO BE FARMERS

GOBS TO FRONT

In the campaign to increase the pro-

United Weekly Press Association—
The Holland Daily Sentinel has started
a good examble of home patriotism,the
kind that makes life more bearable at
the front in war time. They are putting the name of every Holland boy
who goes to war on their mailing list
not through any philanthropic motive
or spirit of generosity, the editor ex
plains, but because they “can do nc
less for those who sacrifice so much.”

election.
fuV|

duction of food products, G. R. Putnam, commissioner of lighthouses with

*to

the approval of Secretary Redfield, hos
those leaving the college to take up any
addressed the following letter to inspecbranch ’of military service for Uncle

Sam, provided they have academic
standing when they leave. Conditions

tors of various districts:

“In pursuance

of a request from the

the air

Henry Oeerllngn— “We art

to consequently become

the
greatest nation on the face of
the earth, and if we but stand as
one man, we can free the world.”

Leenhouta—“And we
shall win that final victory, Democracy over Autocracy, and the
oppressed peoples, emancipated.”
Prof. J. B. Nykerk— “For the

Dr.

high seas are God’s seas and the
air la God's air."
0. Van ichelvm— "And that
civilisationestablished by the

Bngllah-speaklngpeoples win
ultimately defeat and crush
Kalserlsm."
Hon. G. J. Diekema— “We are

-

_:o:—

r— —

M. Me LEAN ELECTED PRESI
DENT OF HOLLAND HOSPITAL

O.

ASSOCIATION.

To the Stockholders of tbs Holland Hopsltal Association.

fighting to

-

Improes upon

is

God

’•

aid to be used by every

one. And oft we hear of allegianceto>
that Kaiser, and Germany first. But I'
ay that he who holds for England first
or Holland first or Germany first, la.
not worthy the protection afforded by

the Assembled O. of O.

the

world the principle of freedom
•o that oar children's children
win be spared the task la their
day."
Resolutions passed bp the Holland
Chamber of Commerce Monday evening, assembled In a patrioticsessionIn

tha city hall:
To Hon. Woodrow Wilson,
President of tha United flutes,
Washington,D. C.
Tha Chamber of Commerce of Holland, Michigan, in meeting assembled,
approves of your every effort in the
cause of right, and of humanity
thus trying times, and aasures you
Its support to tha fullest extant In
fightingtha enemy ef our- country, Its
Institutionsand Its principles.

yonder flag.”
The speaker continued to outlln*
Germany as the beginner of this wa»
because she wee prepared for it an<L
because of the program of the Kalstr,.
and then pled for a national patriotlam,.
both In arms and on the soil. “As fer
myself,” he said, “I shall doa the
overalls, and spend the summer on tha
farm. I like to tickle the soil and se#>
It laugh in my face.” He pled for the
conservation of food whereverpossible
and urged that every citizendo his little part whereverpossible.
Tim grand old man of Holland, Mr..
Van Schelven then took the boor aoA
briefly reviewed the situation in Holland since the opening of the war. Ht*
spoke of the meeting in Carnegie HalL
how the boys had loft by two’s and*.
four’s until nearly thirty wars enrolled, and verv touchingly read the roll
of honor. He then apokv of a eeemia#
dissatisfactionsomewhere, • trend or
hyphenismas U were that was keeping
the young men of the country from em*
listing for their country’s service, but
believed that all would come out right
vnintioa
in the end and that English clvi
would ultimately crush German auto*
cracy.

The concluding speaker was the Hon.
worm J.
— • ajickciub,
Gsrrit
Diekema, eo much in demanfl
these days in patrioticmeetings every*where. He began by putting the pacifist into this dilemma, that either be
a perjurer of the Constitutlou of
the United States, which state! tbat
Chamber of Commerce,
Holland, Michigan. Congress haa the power to declare mar
“With malice towards none,” a fair- and as a citizenof the United States
he bad sworn allegiance to that Con*
sized, but loyal corps of the Holland
titution,but if not that then he is act*
Chamber of Commerce assembled In the ually for war. “But the day of art*
city hall Monday evening and listened ment is over now. The day for aetl
has arrived. It is by our acts that tfcb
to one of the best patrioticprograms words of Wilson can be made to
rendered in Holland since the interna- and to stand for somethingaa H»Si
words of Washingtonand Lincoln stand \
tional break. Patriotic songs ”sung
for something. We ape justifiedlav
congregationally” as put by Mayor entering this war because we ire fifM* Vandorslulsand stirring speechesof ing Kaiserism, tbat bane of all eivllua* .
tion. Our flag is spreading liberty and ;
love for country and flag served to keep
humanity everywhere, which will meal -,
the gatheringin highest pitch. The ultimate doom to Kaiserism. We art
headliner of the evening as selected fightingto impress upon the^ world tha -
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The purchase of the Dr. H.
Kremers property has been authorised. Money is needed at
once. Kindly send your subscriptionto Mrs. Louise M. Thurher, treasurerof the association.

|

in the Administration

academic credit for the semester

and

KREMER HOME PURGHA8
ED; TO BE A HOSPITAL

CHAMPION OHOSEN TO
DRILL ORGANIZATION

ALL LIGHTHOUSE KEEP-

It was also decided to give

observance, to

“The Care of Babies.” An
exhibition on baby welfare, including
charts and a lungmotor for babici, sent
from Chicago,will be an important
number of the afternoon.
A playlet,“Good News from Babyland,” Will be given in both after
noon and evening and several promln
ent citizens and children in the cast.
Special music has been arranged for
the day by the committee.
At night. Dr. Frederick J. Larred of
Grand Rapids, noted specialist on baby
diseases, will give the main talk. Btero
outicon views will be shown to illustrate a talk on the care of babies, Mrs.
G. J. Van Dmsa in charge.
Free literatureon the care of children will be given out during the day.
Mrs. E. J. Blekkink is in charge of the
speakers and literature.

Hall Thursday on the campus for the

annual spring

Monday Night 'a
Broadside In the City Hall to

better fitted to shoulder the duties of

scape near the east end factory.More,
they promise a solid gold ball, 18 inches
The Adult Bible Class of the Third
in diameter, to top the staff, with a
two-by-twice diamond on that, to illum- Chritian Reformed church of Zeeland
held its annual business meeting at the
ine the pole at night. Verdict reserved
chapel rooms of the church Friday eveby us Missourians.
ning. The various reports of the different committeeswere read and apSchool Kids Spy
proved. The following officers were

‘

agree that that agent of deaiit, the
submarinemay be used for defensepurposes only, for the high seas are
God’s sets and free to everr man aa

share in the propagandaof expert med-

measure,

a war

Week

ZEELAND
HAS
DOUBLED MEMBERSHIP mothers on

north.

‘

Ballets from

noon and evening of this week to take

feet. i

V>

Face."

Wom-

HIGH

t

.

act an indemnityto pay for hie campaigns. And he believed that he hadL
power from on high to do hie work. But
ke wil1 be crocked by
»7 hie
N own purpoee.
And I bone that
tbat when the rut
future
lutUM Inwill
ternational Congreeemeets, th

an ’s Literary Club rooms Friday after-

he saw a deer skipping along thru tha
woods near his place, coming from tho
south and evidently heading for the
northern woods. It looked like a buck,
At a meeting of the board of directors
a year old.
That was Tuesday. * In the afternoon of tho new organization of Holland
of that day the children thot they saw city and Hope college boys Thursday
a goat in the woods. They ran towards night, it was decided that Supt. of
the animal and it squatted until they Public Works R. B. Champion be asked
had come within ten feet of him, when to drill the members who signed up at
he sprang up and ran like the wind. the mass meeting the other night and
One young fellow yelled and ran “fer any other young men who might want
could be ascertained.
my pa ’s big shot gun, I know where | to join a drillingbody without enlistling$2,000 IN
His “pa” wouldn’t believe the boy
The drills will most likely be staged
had seen a deer until he was shown | °n the Hor campus. As Prof. Bacon of
the spot where it had been seen. ; the U. of . when approached by Pres.
There he was able to track the buck Heusinkveldof this organizition, ex
pressed himself in favor of the drillCOUNCIL PETITIONS PRESIDENT for several rods.
With this report comes one from tho ing, it was decided that the Hope stuAND SENATORS FOR NATIONAL Henry Harringtonfarm, about seven dents would unite with the city boys if
miles northeast of Holland. People possiblein the military preparations.
PROHIBITION.
Mr. R. B. Champion has drilledstuthere tell of seeing the deer just before
dent in the Iowa University, where
the animal appeared near Crisp.
Some sportsmen say they saw thres he was ranking captain,and in the Iowa
The Hope College Council, represendeer, a buck, a doe and a fawn, just I Natioaal Guard he was First Lieutentative men of the Reformed Church in
north of here in the past season, and 1 nut. A meeting of all the boys of the
America, petitioned PresidentWool-, they think that someone has shot the , city and college will be held Tuesday
row Wilson and the senators from doe and fawn and now the buck is night in the city hall to decide on the
time for drills.
wandering northward.
Michigan for legislationeffectingna:o:
tional prohibition as

In His

WAVE

suspended by a rope from a rafter.
The young man had apparently thrown
down feed for the horses aifd had then
swung a rope over one of the rafters
of the hay loft, fastening the noose
about his neck. He was quite dead
when found. As soon as possible the
coroner was called.
After going into the details of the
affair very carefully Dr. Presley decided that the suicidewas too evident
to require an inquest and the body was
released for burial. Funeral services
will be held at the home Saturday and
burial will be in Agnew.
No reason can be assigned £or the
suicide with the exception that perhaps Julius was again attacked by a
severe fit of melancholia and while in
this state of mind, decided to end his
life. He left no message as far as

Overalls

Tickle Boll sod See It Laugh

have mentionedhaving mislaid a Jbip
„„
future developments that no names are motherhood.
with such a crew and passenger list.
given. However, if the party she acIf ever a slight shirking of housecuses is proven guilty no punishment
TO
20x30
could be too severe. There are alto- hold duties is justified, it is in a case
FLAG 135 FT.
getber too many cases of young girls of this kind. No matter if you an
being ruined in this county. It is timo
UMBEBT FACTORY TAKER PRIZE an example was made of offendersthat cleaning house,— drop the carpet-beater
will be a wholesome lesson to other and broom for that half-day. It is a
FOR LARGEST OLD GLORY;
ARfVBD FRIDAY.
brutes who are lower than animals.
matter of economy,if nothing else.
Later developmentsbring out tho
Positively no admission will be
The Charles P. Limbert Company fact that Tom Godfrey of Otsego townwill soon raise the largest' flag in the ship, father of this girl, is the man ac charged nsr collectiontaken. Neither
city on a new pole. Old Glory itself, cused of the offense. He was ar- is it taken up in the light of an act of
received Friday, measures 20 x 30 raigned before Justice H. H. Cook last charity. It is a part of the national
observance of Baby Week. The young
| week and acknowledged that he was
A 90-foot foie has been secured for i guilty of incest but not of paternity, tyke” and how to care for him, or
this big flag, to be raised above the | Bail was placed at $1,300, which he her, will be the subject of the day.
The afternoon program will open at 3
water tank. The mast will extend 60 furnished and he is now at liberty.
o’clock and the evening at 7:45.
feet above the tdnk, which is 75 feet
In the afternoon, Miss Marie Barfrom the ground.
GLASS
endse, the trained nurse in charge of
With a 20x30 flag 135 fest above the
Edgewater hospital,will talk to the
ground, it will be a pretty bit of land-

GOAT IN WOODS;
DEER RUNS AWAY

Nykerk to Don

This Sommer on Farm; “Love's to

is expected to consider

it her duty to be present in the

falsif]
tying,
»nd it is because there are likely to be

*SVn

Prof. J. B.

Every woman in Holland, especially
every mother,

of Julius Zelmka, 24

years old, residing just west of Agnew,
this county,

August Erickson of Laketown saw a
bottle bobbing up and down in the lake

DR. F. J. LARNBD AND
MISS BARENDBE.

by Pres. White wee Henry Geerlings
and he opened with these worde:

“We

in their day. America must
j

.

finally -

drive the Kaiser back to Berlin.”
Tbs meeting closed with the slngjiag.the earth. We stand for the principle of “America” led by the mayor.
of freedom end of liberty. And stand-

are the greatest nation on the face of

ing side by side we will push forward
important steps towards the reas one man uqtil we have reached the
alization of a city hospital here were
taken at a meeting of the hospital com- desired goal.” Geerlings spoke of the
mittee in the city hall Friday night. purposes of our fathers when they came
The energetic workers were organised
to found this nation,and then touched
and the purchase of the hospital site
tpon the causes of its resultant greatwas authorized.
As president of the Holland Hospital ness: ” Firstly,because it stands for
Association,the committee, or board of
directors, elected C. M. McLean, man- education.By dint of hard labor our
ager of the Holland-tit.Louis Sugar fathers establishedthe educational
Co. Isaac Marsilje, secretary of the system we have today that we their
First State Bank, was elected vice-preschildren might enjoy a great comfort
ident.

Two

Henry Winter, assistant cashier of and
the Peoples State Bank, was chosen
secretary and Mrs. Louise M. Thurbcr,
secretary of the Ottawa County Building and Loan Association,was named
treasurer.
The second step was to authorise the
president,C. M. McLean, and the secretary, Henry Winter, to porchase the
Dr. Henry Kremer property, corner of
12th street and Central avenue, for the
Aew hospital. Tho amount involved is
$10,000. Mrs. Thurber, as treasurer,
has issued a call for the payment of
subscriptions to allow the officers to
close the deal.
Two other sites, the Jas. A. Brouwer
and the Prof. J. H. Klcinheksel properties, were considered possible locations but the decision of the directors
was almost unanimous for the Kremer

Sren’s* childrenwill be spared that task.

benefit than they did.

And

sec

ondly, our nation is great because of
unfurling of the banner of freedom in

every land.

We

deeire the develop-

ment of every oppressed people. Our
flag

and

Its

symbol goes out to everv

handicapped nation preaching tho
great doctrine of freedom from oppres
sion. These nations nre today calling
for help alone every line, and it is our
duty to do unto these nations aa they
have done unto us. It is our duty to
free the people of Germany end Aus

TREE DEMAND

IS

TOO

MUCH FOB OOMMITTU
Is tree planting in Holland popalart

The committeeknown as the Holiaad
Conservation Committee,Henry Winter, Secretary and Treasurer, has

oven

shot its consignmentof hard maploa
for the property owners of thin city
find they are

hand.

ami

behind in their stock oa,

Already over 650 trees have-

been sold and are being planted.
Orders from now oa will be taken for
next fall or spring,1,000 to be ordered
from the nursery for that planting.Thepopularity of the tree planting has a»

far exceeded the optimistic forecast!
of the

committeetbat long befora they

have canvassed the city, they find their
supply exhausted and more orders coming in.
After the maples have budded, they

will not survive digging ap and re*
will not bo removed because a student
ilanting. This forces a wait till next
to the bureau dated April 12, 1917, yon
tria. And to accomplish this, service
*:0:
takes up arms.
all at least before a new consignment
must
enter
into the mind of every
arc directed,in view of the threatened
IN
President Ame Vennema of Hope reAmerican citizen. Every one who loves may be planted.But property owner*
wishing to be certain of a supply when
ported receiptsfor tho year slightlyin shortage of food, to urge all keepers
the flag must take hold of tho opporexcess of the expenditures. Fifty-five and others on lighthouse reservations
tunity now, and rendef his service the next shipment is reeeivsd from
the nursery are advised to place their
more churches have, during this past
firstly, by standing by the president
The Holland Rifle Club’s campaigi home.
orders with either Henry Winter, T. N,
year, helped tho financial condition of to cultivate as much land ns possible for members is proving a great success.
No
hyphenism
must be tolerated. And
Now the next step forward will
Robinson or John Arendshorit at oaee.
Hope college than last year.
for growing foods during the present Last week twelve applicationswere rethat service must be a willing service
the appointment of
committee
During this spring just one dozen
gift of $1,000 as a legacy from
season. Under tho conditions every ceived and others are coming in rapidly with
days
Pres- rendered as an obligation,as & debt of men have been engaged in planting the
the late Hon. Jacob Den Herder was
this week. The new organization is to iden McLean to look over tho property gratitude. That service must be an in
trees about the
tho city.
city. The east and
man in the service should not be perannouncedby President Vennema.
make this year better by far than its consulting with doctors and architects, tolligentservice. We must know the south sides were visited first end are
second gift of $1,000 was an- mitted but encouragedto grow some- initial try at the rifles last year.
and to order the necessary alterations why and the wherefore of onr aetions. quite well supplied,but the rest of the
nounced from Mrs. Kate P. Lyndon of
Shooting is not to begin this week, that will make the large homo a hos- And that servicemust be conscientiousthing for himself.
city has not been ccanvassed.
Chicago, in memory of her father, the
ly rendered if we are to expect our repas was planned before, as the club pital.
A marked increase in valuation at“Furthermore,if any lighthouse reslate George Birkhotf, sr., the interest
learned b^ a short delay .and more in
The Board of Directors of the Hospi- resentatives at Washington to do the tends tho addition of young maples on
of which is to be used annually for the ervations in your district adjoin other
same
for
us.
vestigating, they 'ould secure a far tal Association is: I. Marsilje,Hyo Bos,
the border of tho lot, many property
government reservations or other serpurchase of library books for Hope.
better range.
ommittee from the George E. Kollen, Jas. A. Brouwer, “I believe that this was is justifla owners have found, and so far vacant
The Hope College faculty named two vices of the government, the numbers club will thn week make a trip to
Mrs. G. W. Browning, NicodemusBosch ble because the President has taken lots have received by far the greatest
speakers for tho senior class commence- of which would be glad to cultivatea
the Grand Kapil j organization’srange, C. M. McLean, Arend Visscher, E E. ample time to consider the question amount of attention. Hard maples are
ment exercises. They are William H. garden for themselves or their family, look it over and return with new plans.
He has studied the situation and has
Fell, E. P. Stephan, B P. Donnelly, H.
the trees sold, from 12 to 14 in 'hos and
Ten Haken of Cedar Grove, Wis., and the secretary would bo disposed to con It is expectedthe first shoot will be
concluded that for the honor and welGeerlings,
Mrs.
L.
M.
Thurber,
Henry
up in diameter.Their supplanting the
John R. Mulder of this city. Miss aider favorable applicatioauiprpermits held about the middle of this month.
fare of the nation, the U. 8. must war
Winter, Austin Harrington.
jH
Emma Hoekje is valedictorianand the of the kind. CommunicatflRiismatter
We owe it to our fathers to stand for old, dead popular! in the southern part
Still more members are wanted for
of
the city is welcomed by the committo
employes
of
other
services
of
the
class has named Miss Elizabeth Van
the liberty that they established,
the rifle club. If 100 are enrolled, the
tee, as the onee-popl&r is a pest of the
Burk of Swanton, Vt.; Walter Gumser- government where such conditions er- range will be made among the best in
this nations stands and an individual
past.
of this city and Cornelius Wierenga of ist, and adviso the bureau of sann: with
IS
we can free the world.”
the country. The initiationfee is $2.
The order blank filled out by the
appropriate recommendation.
Chicago.
Geerlings was followed by Dr. Lcen
Tho riflesand ammunition are supplied
property owners gives a choice. These
Prof. Bacon, appointed by President
“It is understood informally that the
Mrs.
William
Leervhouts
of
Zeeland,
hoots
who
spoke
of
the
Medical
Service
by the government. A silver cup is
Hutchins of U. or M. as organizer of departmentof agriculturewill assist in offered to the best marksman.
aged 81, died of apoplexy Tuesday mor- in the present day arm. He stated that sturdy, hard maples can be secured for
the IntcrcollegiteBureau, addressed a supplying seeds for this purpose so far
ning as the result of a second stroke. the service had been put upon a higher only fifty cents piece, which indudea
mens’ mass meeting of Hope College as practicable,but that because of the
The first was sufferedthree weeks ago. plane than ever before, and that al planting by the committee. Bnt an exStudents in Winants Chcpel this morn- unusual demand such assistanceproba- MRS.
Mrs. Leenhouts is the last member of ready a sufficient number of men had tra fifty cents is attached to the price
ing. He spoke briefly of the weight bly will not amount to a large percentIN BEthe John Vander Luyster family, one applied for the Medical Reserve Corps by an agreement, if desired, tbat the
of the present crisis 'and then told of age of what is required. You may subof the pioneers of ’47. Mr. Vander to fill the needs of the first army of committee to take care of the treesfor the next four years, including the
the Michigan plan: to index all college mot to the bureau recommendationfor
Luyster was a leader and financierof 500,000 which is to be drafted.
present year. Tho co-operation of exstudents,to organize them into depart- such seeds as you desire to obtain in
the colonistsfrom the Netherlands.
The
Doctor
closed his remarks with
To the News:
ments, and to get data on the most re- this way, but where this will cause un
They founded thfe city of Zeeland.
a plea for individual service and the perienced nursery men is apDrsoiated
Free Clinic in the Interest of “Better
liable college men thruout the state, due delay planting should not be postTen children survive. Tlie funeral emancipationof the oppressed people bv most of the buyers and the litter
Pabies”
lai is generally followed.
these to be placed at the disposal of poned
ed unti
until too late in the season.
will be held Friday at 1:30 at the of Europe, the victory of Democracy plan
Mothers, are your babies ailiag, fret
•sos“Appropriations of the lighthouse
the government.
homo and at 2 o’clock in the First Re- over Autocracy.
Prof. Bacon advised the non-physic- service are not available for the put ful and you know not tho trouble f Go formed church of Zeeland, Rev. P. P.
BABY, TEN-MONTHS, DEAD,
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, Head of the Eng
to your family physician on Tuesday
ssitio
ally fit to apply for clerical positions,
chase of seeds.
Cheff officiating.
lish Dept, of Hope College fired ths
--------— ^
or to go to the farms and do their duty
“A prompt report from each inspcc afternoon, May 8 and get advice.
After an illness of two weeks, Julius
biggest gun of the evening. Speaking
T<f all families of limited incomes,
there. This afternoon he met with the tor in this matter is desired.”
in his characteristic
way he told of the J., tho 10-months-old son of Mr. and
free treatment is promisedby all the
TO
FOLHope faculty, for a discussionof the
great events that are to happen in Mrs. Frank Bouman of 54 West 29th
physicians for the cause of "Better
situation.
Russia on May day, today: the moving street, is dead. Four brothers survive
THIS
f Babies.”
of the calendar for two weeks to make besides the parents.
Remember the time,— a week from
IN
The cleanup, paint-up committeeof it conform to the American calendar. Tho funeral was held
PAINT! PAINT!
| today, during the afternoon;office
the Association of Commerce of Grand He told of the impendingstrikes to be afternoon at 1:30 at the
Why keep on paying two or three Jacob Glerum, former clerk of Otta va hours of each doctor in the city,
called in Germany and Austria on that J. Rue of Prospect Park ehurd
dollarstar a gallon of paint when you county will move his family to Lansing | In the name of the Civic Health Rapids, announces that Fire Marshal
May Day, because the people are groan
Boughner
has
-granted
permission
to
can still buy Para House Paint (guar- shortly. Mr. Glerum is connected with : Committee,
citizens to burn rubbish in public ing under the oppression of autocracy.
Mr*- E. J- Blekkink.
anteed by mannfaeturer)at $1.60 per the office of the state auditor
Eu
highwaysfrom now on until May o, one And then he laonched into a tirade FOR SALE— AT a bargain; a
gallon- and first class barn paint wje and has purchased n home in the cap
bushel
at
a
time
and
watch
to
be
kept against the Kaiser that drew round room house with bath, hot water
still sell at 90 cents per gallon. Re- itol eitv. Mr. Glerum has been a ^esl- FOR SALE — Yearling hens, $1.50 each,
practicallyall of
Lakewood Farm, R. R. No. 6. 2tl9 of the fire, which must be extinguishe after round of applause.“The pro- ing systfli.Lot 59x110 ft cor.
member these prices are not guaranteed dent of Grand Haven practical!/
gram of the Kaiser began,” said he, •lege avenue and 14 St. Call
before the watcher leaves it. nres
nree on
0
th
sincere
regret
for any length of time. A. Peters & his life and it is wi
“when he cashed his mother for his if you wish to map
vacant
lots
or
hack
yards
must
be
25
aid 10 cent Store and Bazaar, Eaat 8th that hie friends learn -of hii intention FOB SALE — Seed Potatoes. H P. Zwe*
withered arm. In IflOO, the
feet from any and all buildings.
to
®«r) 275 E. 8th St. Phone 1460.
St. corner Central avenue.
planned to dominate the sea
secretary of the departmentin a l?tter

REGRUITS
RIFLE
CLUB GOME RAPIDLY

a

a

few

by

A

A

PIONEER OF WEST
MICHIGAN

DEAD

BLEKKINK

MAKES PLEA
HALF OF BABIES

-

-

GOOD METHOD

JACOB GLERUM TAKES
JOB
LANSING

LOW HERE

general

move.

u

WEEK

Holland tifo 'fiitws

was

TWO

Sheriff Dornbos, Prosecuting Attorn*
Charles Jacobus of Grand Haven
Just about the time aa article of diet
Mr. and Mrs. John Mulder left for
U4.KIX1S. LKA.VX ;
arrested Tuesday morning by Sheriff reaches a sufficentlyhigh price to be
be l ey Miles and other officers have re- Grand Bapids Wednesday.
rith
inking
indecent
•really
toothsome
and
appetizing,
along
j
ceived
directions
from
the
attorney
Dorn bos, charged with takin
Gerrit van Behelven was in Grand
liberties with n young child of eight comes some meddlesome highbrow and i general
Haven on businese Wednesday.
. .. of the state about the en
• vnui.
Yesterday,at 12:25; Harold Golds and
ytnrs. The man was placed under declare* it fatal to one or more pet ail foreement of the preiident’iproclamaG. J. Diekema was a Grand liapids
Wilbur Oudemoulen left Holland for
bond of $400. .
meat* of mankind. Spuds are now de- tion of April 16 as to alien enemies of visitor Tuesday.
I * Kramer BWg.. 8th itreet. Holland.Mlo’Petitionsare being circulatedin Ot- clared to have a specialgrudge against the United States. These officers are re, Mr. and Mrs. Boy Green were Grand Grand Bapjds,'from:/ where they left
this morning, fox. Detroit -aad Port
tawa county and signed freely, asking -the little catarrh devils and we are quired to arrest and detain any persons Bapids visitors Tuesday.
atl.&o per year with a dlaoount of Me to that the dof quarantine be discontin- -warned against eating them.
suspected for any reason of being un
Dr. J. J. Mersen was in Grand Rap- Boyal and Marines.
Last week they were aoeepted at tho
inylnc in ad ranee. Retee of AdTertlaln* ued ss it is injuriousto the dogs to be
When the United ^tates elects anoth- friendly toward our Country. Respect ids Tuesday.
i known upon application.
confinedsuch a length of time. It will er president,its women will east a vote for the flag is demanded and good bePeter Dulyea was in Grand Bapids Grand Rapids. station. . A crowd of
frieqds escorted them to the ear. The •
be sent to Lansing.
of equal value to that cast by the men. havior and strict obedienee to law is a Tuesday on business.
Plate glass invented by a Philadel- The legislaturelast week passed the rigid requirement.Special attention
Martin Dykema was in Grand Rapids leaving of Golds creates the sixth varad aa aecond-claMmatter at toe poet phian made by welding a thin sheet of Damon bill providing for such a regula- to the carrying of firearms is required
cancy in the Hope hurch.“Go”elan...
on piano business Tuesday.
at Holland, Michigan, under the act of celluloid briwAa/^wo panes of ordin- tion. Sixty-four voted for it and only
Louis Dalmau, ArthuV De Haan, John .
of all county officers. Officers are told
Peter Damstra, the plamber was in
'ooaraaa March. 1W7.
Steketee, Joe Vander Noort and Milary glass ..ikjpifliet 'proof and cannot be thirty against it. The bif! will go on to be vigilant in the extreme.
Grand Rapids on business Tuesday.
The official call for the organizat(on
•pliuteMH With powerful blows from a the statute books as a law, as soon as
Mrs. B. P. Donnelleywas in Grand lard Vander Meer left Wednesday
Governor Sleeper has attached his sig- meeting of the Western Michigan Tour- Rapids Tuesday.
morning foe Grand Bapids to be exhammer.,
ist bureau ia being sent out by the asStudents of Calvin College have nature; and this is already assured.
Jacob Hoffman was in Grand Bapids amined for. the Coast Artillery, Harry .?
Lieut. Haan, recruitingofficer of the sociation of Commerce of Grand RapBell of this* city was recruitedinto Co. been given their appointmentsfor the
, •
summer. J. P. Battema will have Grand Bapids battalion, visited Zee- ids. The meeting will be hehPat tho
Bert Golds and Frank De Vries were M., Grand Rapjds, Tuesday night.
:o:
three Sundays in the Fourteenth Street land Friday evening and drilled tho Hotel Pantlind on May 8, beginning at Grand Bapids visitors Tuesday. 4
church here and John Vandcr Hock Zeeland recruits. One more man was 10 in the morning. Carroll F. Sweet
P. R. Coster and Herman Helmers
enlisted there and several promisedto of the Old National bank will pre- spent Tuesday in Grand Bapids.
one.
Local hunters will be interested in report in Grand Bapids at the armory side as chairman and Gerrit J. Diekema
Mrs. William J. Olive whs in Grand
the fact that there is a movement on Tuesday evening. Each of the Zee- of Holland has been asked to deliver lapids Tuesday.
Friday afternoon,at two o’clock, the
foot on the part of the government to land recruits is being assigned to Co. the opening address. The invitations
George Van Landegend was a Grand
Ben Nysson, West End Grocer, has remove the quail from the game list M.
parents of Holland high echool students
for tho organiutionmeeting are going
apids visitor Tuesday.
purchased a Ford delivery truck.
John and Adrian Glerum, two sons to the chambers of commerce,the city
entirely on account of its value as a
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. ]Mabbs returned are asked to share in tho Arbor Da/
The city is spraying the shade trees destroyer of insects.
of Mr. and Mrs. Glerum, 88 E. Thir- and county officials,railroad and inter- from Allegan Wednesday^oming. The
program in the school,auditorium anl
about town.
J. J. Althuis who received a cal) teenth street left for Grand Bapids urban officials,business men and hotel doctor left the hospitalWesday evenW. J. Olive was a Grand Bapids via
Monday
morning
where
they
were
on the school grounds.
and resort associationsthroughout this ing and is feeling extra well.
from Beaverdam yesterday morning
Itor Tuesday.
Lovel McClellanreturned to M. A
received a second call from Layfayette, examined preparatory to enlisting. Hol- part of Michigan.
E. C. Lindermann, state organizer,
Mr. J. J. Cappon returned Monday
yesterday after spending a few
Ind., from the church formerlyoccu- land it is said, will have to give 28 of
laliforoii
night from California.
of
boys’ and girls’ clubs will be presher
sons
as
her
proportion
of
the
men
days with his parents in this city,
aula Holtgeerts
exchanged his city pied by Bev. Peter Secgere well kn<An needed in the 2,000,000 army, by virl»oula
He
hank
Marsh
attended
the
pening
ent
to give a talk. Ottawa county agproperty in Holland for a 40 acre farn: in this city.
of the Consistory in Grand Rapids
The
furniture store of James A. tue of the conscriptionbill just passed.
ricultural
agent D. L. Hagerman will
la Graafsc ap.
This number has nearly been reached
Tuesday.
Lakewood Farm has added a new 3- Brouwer Co., will be closed Friday by volunteers alone.
Peter Costing who has for some time be oh the program with a short talk
morning at 10 o’clock a. m. and will
ton Packard Truck to its motor equip*
Word was received at Hope College
lived at Lugers Crossing,has moved to that will prove to be up-to-datein every
remain closed the balance of the day
Beat
Tuesday morning that J. Paul Viascher
Adrikn Van Putten is home from De- Jenison. A. H. Brinkman iid the movThe Star of Bethlehem, 0. E. 8. will on account of the funeral of William of the Senior class has been awarded •
respect. Tree-planting and gnrdens will
troit where he Is stationed in the in- ing.
Boer.
bold their regular meeting Thursday
Biological
scholarship
in
Johns
Hopterests of the American Humidifier Co.
J. W. Himbebaugh of the Royal be the subject.
Bememher, Mothers! To be at the
evening.
Woman’s
Literary Club Booms on Fri- kins Universityof Baltimore.The Tho moisture makers are doing fine is theater was in Grand Rapids on busiThe high • school orchestra will be
John Kollen, who has been indisposed
ness Wednesday.
day afternoon if you wish to find out honor entails a sum of five hundred the report.
ready to make merry the afternoon
for some time, is in Chicago to consult
dollars
in
cash
and
labratory
fees.
Mrs. John Spyker of Grand Rapids with lively selections and a quartet hasMrs. G. A. Lacey and Mrs. Lura
some valuable information relative to
medical aid.
The recipientgives all credit to Dr. F. Kress were guests at the Fennville 0. is visitidg at the home of her mother, arranged to take up a part of the proThe water in the river is two feet your little ones. It is free so be suro N. Pattersonof the Hope Biological E. 8. meeting in Fennville Friday eve- Mrs. H. Brinkman.
gram with efforts in harmony.
blfker than it has been at any time to come.
Departmentfor the honor which he has ning.
Dr. B. B. Godfrey transacted business
The senior class will stage its annual
Says the Hamilton correspondent—
aritkin five years.
received.
Ed Michmershuizen was ic Grand in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
tree-plantingon Friday afternoon.
G. J. Boone k Co., dealers in general Fishing with nets in the Babbit river
The first robbery that Pullman, Alle- Rapids Friday on business fer the HolDr. A. Vennema of Hope College is cut-leafbirch, about six feet tall, will
Merchandise, are building an addition is the poorest it has been for many gan county, ever had, was pulled off the
land Chemical Co.
attending the Particular Synod of Chi- be planted in the corner of the school
springs. There seems to be very few
to their atore building in Zeeland.
other night and it was a huge success—
Mrs. Louis Cotts took the interurban cago, at Pella, Iowa.
yard at 16th street and Pine Avenue.
There are 1& watch factoriesin the fish, perhaps the H. C. has scared the the thief who did the job stole $50.00 for Grand Rapids Saturday morning!
Milliard Vander Meer, John Steketee James Klomparens is acting as presiUnited States employing 12,390 oper- suckers out The fishermenare get worth of meat. In many years nothing
Mr. and Mrs. James Schoon of Grand and Joe VanderNoort of Hope College dent of class since the departure of
ting discouraged.
ators.
has been disturbed there that was not Rapids spent the weekend with left for Grand Rapids Wednesday to
John Vander Woude, who is now at
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bufas Cran\er, The Ladies Guild of Grace chureh rightfully done and the discovery of
relatives in this city.
join the Coast Guard Service. Glen A. Port Royal, 8..C., as a Marine.
Thursday morning, a 9-lb. daughter, will begin their rummage sale Saturday the burglary of Lemuel Armintrout’s
James Weening of the Real Estate Belknap left for his home in New
Prizes for birdhouses and feeding deMay 5 at 120 East 8th street. Any
Lois Jean.
store caused the greatest excitement iu firm of John Weersing, was in Grand York state to take up farm work.
vices will be awarded to boys of th»
one
having
donations
please
notify
meeting of all the men of 8t. Franthe village ’s history.
Rapids on business Friday.
Rev. B. H. Einink, pastor of Central high school and Jonior high, and to the
eif church will be held Friday evening some member of the Guild, who sill
•Crosby line boats between Grand HaMr. J. J. Althuis has received a call Avenue ehureh and Rev. E. J. Tuuk, girls will be given prizes for the writat 7:30, May 4, 1917 in the church send or call for them.
and Milwaukee arc now operating from Beaverdam.
pastor of Ninth street chureh were in ing of essays on “Plan, Purpose and
A gasoline hand car on the Pero ven
auditorium.
on the daily spring schedule leaving
John
Van
Zanten
of
Hotel
Bristol, Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Progress of Re-Forestationin MichiLambertus Tinholt, the mail carrier Marquetteexecuted a complete somer Grand Haven every evening at 9:30
was a Grand Rapids visitor Friday.
Mrs. P. H. Doan and son of West gan” These awards will be cash or arbaa purchased 11 aeres of ground, part sault while going at a rapid rate near o’clock and Milwaukee at 9. The
James Van Ark, a student at M. A. 12th street have returned after having ticles used along the line of nature
of the Manting farm south of the Grant, throwing a crew of four men steamers Holland and E. G. Crosby C. spent the week end with his parents. spent three months in the South.
study.
into the air. An angle iron slippedfrom
city*
both thoroughlyoverhauled, repairoi
Mrs. 0. Nystrom and Miss Florence
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Dunn of Los An“Re-Forestation”in Holland hat
the
car
and
engaged
the
wheels.
No
Wm. Woldering of this city has an
and improved, have been placed in ser- fyiisenga were in Kalamazoo Satur geles, Calif, are visiting at the home been going rapidly under the care of
egg layed by a White Wyandotte hen one was seriouslyinjured.
vice. The company started operating day.
of Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Sooy. Mrs. Dunn the high school as well as the city comthat weighs 4% ounces. The egg is 6%
Ex-Alderman Wm. Vander Ven re the spring schedule this year much
Fire Chief Blom waa in Grand Rap- is a sister of Mrs. Sooy. They motored mittee. Thru the natural science deinches in circnmference.
ported seriouslyill Friday is much im earlier than usual and arc anticipating
ids Saturday.
from Washington, D. C. and expect partment, over 600 pupils have ordered
Business men of Beuton Harbor proved today. What was thought to a record-breakingpassenger service
Miss Hattie Aldworth went to Hol- to return to Los Angeles by automobile. trees for home planting on Arbor day.
•peat two hours each on three consec- be typhoid fever at first, has proved to during the summer months.
land, Tuesday to spend a few days in Mr. Dunn was an Allegan county boy, These have arrived and wfll be distrib,ntive days towards building up a larger be something less serious. It is ex
• The regular meeting of the Star of
the home of her brother Mr. Fred Aid his home formerly was in Ganges.
uted tomorrow for their places on Friand better associationof commerce.
pected the Holland Canning Co. mau Bethlehem Chapter will be held thin
worth.— -Allegan Gazette.
It is estimated there are at least a ager will be out again before long.
evening. The newly elected officers
Mrs. II. J. Fisher of Holland came
These trees measure about six feet is
half million sharpshootersin the "Attorney Gelmer Kuiper, a gradu
will preside for the first and have Tuesday to visit her sister, Mrs. Fred
height and are either sugar, maples,
United States. Don’t let Germany ate of Hope College and for years the charge of the entertainment.And are
Hitchcock and help her celebrate
butternut or walnut seedlings or Conknow It. '
claim agent for the Pere Marquette expecting to have something good in birthday anniversary.— Hamilton Cor
cord Grapevines.Fqr the past two
Seventeen men of Fremont pleaded B. B., does not seem to be in on the store for the members attending. It
Miss Francis Bosch left for Chicago
years these orders have been taken and
guilty to violatingthe liquor law and re-organizationof the road. He resign will also be a farewell meeting to Mr.
Friday to stay over the week-end with
sent in to the agriculturaldepartment
were fined the costs, one getting an ed his position and the claim depart and Mrs. J. J. Baxa, members of the her mother, Sits. Nicodemus Bosch, and
of the Mt. Pleasant Normal.
additional$10 fine.
ment is sow being, moved to Detroit. order, who are leaving for Bowling brether,Ledn, who is improvingat the
The Mayor has decided that ConserMrs. M. Jipping and Gertrude Ten OTTAWA CO. FARMER TAKEN
Dr. D. O. Winter has bought eleven Green, Ohio and Mr. and Mrs. Lester hospitalthere.
vation of National Besources should beMrs. Joseph Imhoff and son Carl, of Brink surprised Miss Jennie Bredeweg
acres of ground from Mrs. Henry Haz Curry, who are moving to Jackson next
ON CAPIAS IN $5,000 SUIT.
gia with himself. He has taken to a
Marshaltawb,Iowa are the guests of with a miscellaneous shower at Hatenkamp just south of the city and will week.
corn-cob pipe.
Saturday
is
is
expected
that
elbank,
north
side,
the
home
of
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bowen, at their home
try and do his bit in raising potatoes
Stanley Kurrak, an Ottawa county
The 8t. Agnes Giild of Gn;e Church
aad other crops to help out the coun the dogs of Allegan county will be re- 72 West Fifteenthstreet. Mrs. Im- Jipping. Seventeen were present and farmer, is on bail as a result of it
bat placed an order with the Katamnr.oc
many beautiful gifts were presented $5,000 action brought in tho circuit
leased from quarantineand resume h|»ff is the mother of Mrs. Bowen.
florist for one him lied dozen carnr- try.
,Wm. Seidelmannone of the boy who the May bride. Games were played and court by capias by Anthony Polaski,a
Bev. James Cantine ami Bev. Samuel their natural delights. Suel Hudson has
ticnx to be su’d on Mother’s Day, May
whisperedinto the ears of Slim and left Holland for the front returned to prizes won by Miss Minnie Relmink, farm hand, who alleges assault Polaski
Zwemer have been elected honorar
U, for the benedt of the irgan fund.
trusteesof the Arabian mission in rec- Joe that they may start for the “Par his home from Detroit having been re Miss HenriettaTripp and Mrs. Jip- avers in tho declaration that Kurrak
The common council of Onalaska,
ognition of he fact that they were the mie” bayou next Saturday. No new jheted owing to a slight defect in his ping.
asked a loan of $5 and when he deWin, has decided to allow the use of
cases of rabies have been reported of feet. The army officers could possibly
Mrs. Jacob Van Dyke was surprised
clined to give him the money, his emthe city’s back streets for the culti- original founder* of the mission. Phil- late and it was understood some weeks
ttive used him they said if he allowed at her home at New Holland Friday ployer struck him.
ip T. Phelps and Dr. John G. Lansing
"Yation of potatoes.
are connected with the organization of ago that if none developedthe dogf fWo of his toes to be cut to over- evening by her neighbors, the occasion
Fire Trucks are put to other use in
would be releasedMay 5.— Allegan Ga- come the difficulty but Billy couldn’t being her 46th borthday muivorsary.
the mission.
About a dozen friends were pr’sent.
Manistee. They are used to pump the
zette.
s6e it that way at least not yet.
Governor Sleeper has approved the
water out of the sunken barges that
There will be two special cars at
Martin Dykema and C. St Clair of Refr?slimonts were served.
law enacted by the Legislature relievMiss Jennie Vecle was delightfully
bava recently mysteriously went down,
6:15 this evening to take the the MeySr Music House were in Grand
ing the tenant of responsibilityfrom Holland-BobJones delegation to Gran
surprisedThursday night by a number
says an exchange.
Bapids Thursday.
paying rent on leased property after Bapids. The cars will stop at Central
Jacob Zocrman Thursday advertised
Mrs. A. H. Landwehr aud Mrs. Oscar of young people at the home of Mr.
Sherman I. Strong* 186 East 9th St.,
paint at $1.65 and $1.75' per gallon, the building has been rendered unten- Park and at the Holland Station, anc P. Nystrom were in Grand Bapids Fri- Ben Hamm or this city. An extempor- field man in the H. J. Heinz Growere*
antable by fire or the elements. There
aneous program was given: a piano sowill arrive in Grand Bapids in time day.
which should have read $2.65 and $2.75.
Service department, has passed the exare now apparently cheaper ways than
lo by Susanna Hamelink; A German
for song esrvice. Tickets are on sale
Jacob says paint cannot be beaten at
Attorney Dana Ten Cato was
aminations for admittanceto the offimoving out.
at the P. S. Boter store, H. Van Ton- Grand Bapids on legal business Thurs- solo, “The Lorelei” by Henrietta De
that price.
cers’ reserve corps traiaing camp and
In Thursday’s account of the depart- geren, A. Steketee k Sons, and Lokker- day.
Haan; A Dutch Talk on the War, by
Van By k Wolters are making fairly
hdl been ordered to appear at Ft. Sherure
of
Holland
boys
to
the
country’s
Clarence
Boeve;
a
mouth
organ
solo,
Butgers at sixty cents for the return
Miss Myrtle Beach was in Granl
good hauls in their fishing operations
idan May 15. Hoyt G. Post has also
by Edw. Oonk A Budget, Janet De passed the preliminary tests' and has
•out of this harbor. About eight bun service, the name of James Van Anrooy trip. Mayor John Vandersluis will act Bapids Friday.
{ A. Harringtonwas
in Grand Haven Graff. Games were played and eats received a similar order. Six others, indred pounds of trout are brought in should have been William Van Anrooy. as chief choristeron the cars.
Net Jimmy, but Billy, joined the mawere served. The guests departed at a
The L. 0. T. M. ladies of Saugatuck on good roads work Thursday.
at each lift.
cluding several Hope college students,
C. M. McLean was in Grand Rapids late hour all reporting a delightfultime. have sent in their applicationsto the
All Alumni members of the Dnalloh rine corps and is on his way to South Hive have joined the Bed "Cross society
The
guests
were,
Hester
Maatman,
ErnCarolina.
and
will
do
service
in
the
present
wa’
Thursday on business.
Hgih Literary society of H. H. 8. who
Commander General, Central DepartWm. Olive was a Grand Bapids vis- est De Haan, Henrietta De Haan, John ment, Chicago, Military Training diviwish to attend the annual “bust” on
What would be more attractive in crisis if needed or called upon. The
Nabor, Janet De Graff, Ernest DeHaan,
May 23 please notify Bussel Butgers the front yard than a growing bed of ladies are regular Bed Cross workers, itor Thursday.
sion.
lettuce or onions, or tomatoes or beets and represent the first charitable in- * Walter Walsh and Ernest Brooks were Susanna Hamelink, Delia Nabor, Henry
and pay dues before May 11.
The Curfew blew its 8:55 whistle or any one of a dozen articles of food! stitutionof Saugatuck to organize for in Grand Bapids Thursday on business. Pas, Anna Boeve, Lewis Steketee, Mil-’
MUSIC,
Mrs. Percy Ray was a Grand Rap ton Maatman, Will Boeve, Adrian
Tuesday night instead of 7:53. The It would be such a symbol of patriot this service within their own domain
Veele,
Ben
Boeve,
Johrt*
Boeve,
Clarence
AT M.
change comes with the first of May giv- ism as the world has never before seen. They will make bandages and other ids visitor Friday.
things for use in the hospitalsat the
Will Kooyers and Henry Venhuizcn Boeve, Lester Venhuizcn, Henry Kruiting the “kiddies” an hour longer dur And the odd moments would do it.
front. This great work was taken up returned Thursday night from Detroit hoff Edwar Oonk.
A miscellaneousprogram to conclude
ing the summer mouths.
CoopcrsvilleObserver.
Mrs. August Heuer entertained Friday with the singing of “America,”bj
A committeeof the joint commission
Arend Smith, Peter Smith end Geo. through the active interest of D. G. C. with two Dodge Brothers touring cars.
Bev. B. F. Brinkman who has been afternoon in honor of her slaters, Mrs. the audience, will be given in the My.
of unificationof the Methodist Episco- Greelings returned from Henry, near Jeanette Hohn of Grand Bapids.
pal church, numbering about 69, will Manisteewhere they went trout fishJohn Vander Veen has given the spending a fqyv days in this city, left William Heuer of Philadelphiaand E. church Tuesday evening at 7 30.
Miss Lottie Thiem of Ft. Wayne, Ind.
nold ita annual meeting in the Traverse ing. The boys pulled out two dozen ten lots on the corner of Biver avenue for his home in Pella, Iowa, Friday.
Vocal solo, Mrs. John Prkken; read
Monday night the Misses Francis and ing, Miss Btynice Jone»( rviolin solo.
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob Vander Meulen
region this coming summer.
but it was so cold and disagreeableand and Fifteenth street to the city farmthe Miss Thelma De Mat; “Andante and
There may be no connection between the water was so high that it made ers to be used for the purpose of plant- left Thursday for their home in Kala- HenriettaTripp entertained
the incidents, but we have noticed that fishing difficult. They returned this ing potatoes.John makes one provision mazoo after spending a few days at homo of Mir. and Mrs. Geo. Kalmink in Allegro,”Miss EvangelineRhiel; voevery time cabbage has gone up, the morning.
however,and that is “he will let the the home of Mrs. H. Brinkman, 74 E. honor of Miss Anna Breen. Kitchen cal solo, Mr. William Jansma, dialogue,
utensils were presented the guest of “Morning Callers”; “America,” aud13th street.
manufacturersof stogies have also put
The May meeting of the Woman’s Board of Education have the use of the
honor. In games played, prizes were ience, led by Miss Jones.
Bev.
and
M*s.
A.
Oosterhof
of
Den jack under their prices.
Foreign Missionary society of the M. grounds providedthe taxes are remit- cature, Mich., motored to this city won by Misses Anna Breen and Jennie
:o:
William Boer of Hudsonville died at
ted.”
The
high school pupils do their
E. church will be held this afterthat place Tuesday morning. Mr. Boer
preliminary practicing there for foot- Monday. Mrs. Oosterhof and children Kalmink and consolation awards went SLASHED UP HORSE
noon at 2:30 at the home of Mrs. Fred
wiH be the guests of her father, G. Van to Misses Clara Bouwman and Cora
CRUELLY IN SPITE
is the husband of the oldest daughter
Wright, 22 E. 9th street. Mrs. St. ball and base ball and this plot of Ark, of South Central Avenue, while Cook. Miss Anna Breen will become
of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Brouwer,
grounds
is as a rule filled with young
Clair will have charge of an exerciso
the Bev. Osterhof attends the Particu- a bride in^wie.
Sheriff Dornbos and Deputy Sheriff
the furniture denier of this city.
folks playing all aorta of games.
given by the children and a splendid
Mr. and ws. Robert A. Eggleston of De Witt answereda hurry call to Hudlar Synod meeting at Pella, la.
Can you beat it and especiallythis
The
Excelsior
Class
of
the
Thirl
Abraham Bolthuis and Bastian Van 222 W. 17th street announce the mar- sonville 'this afternoon to investigate
year. Lake Michigan Park, the re program by auxiliarymembers.
Beformed church held their monthly
At the close of the semi annual con
Woerkman
of Grand Haven were the riage of their daughter E. Irene to an alleged case of revenge. While *hey
•ort place near Muskegon, has opened
business meeting in the parlors of the
— the earliest date in its history. Over ference of the board of bishops of the church Monday evening at 8 o’clock. guests of James Van By Sundsy. CliffordE. Tarbell of Grand Rapids. learned few particularsbefore starting
half the cottages are already occupied Methodist Episcopal church, Bishop The meeting was called to order by tho Abraham Moll and Louis Van Dyke of The ceremony took place at the resi- out they had information that a valuGrand Haven were also the guests of dence Saturday evening,April 28th, able horse owned by a Hudsonville man
Gerrit Hesselink,local sportsman has Theodore 8. Henderson, of Detroit, an
president. The purpose of the meeting
the Rev. Flipse officiating.
purchased the gasoline launch, “Hai nounced that the Michigan conference was to bid farewell to the second mem- Marinus De Fouw.
had been badly slashed by some one
Daniel Hugger and Miss Susie who had a grievance against the owner.
Bev. Jasper 8. Hughes of Jenison
ly” from Joe Dam veld. Mr. Hesaelink would be held in Traverse City, opening ber of the Excelsior class, Mr. OuderSmeeuge were united in marriage Tuesis a well known uimrod, having fished Sept. 12. The conference will continue
meulen who left Wednesday for Park has just returned from. Indianap- day at the bride’s home, 315 West 15th
for five or six days. Last fall the
‘FEAT’ HOUSES CLOSED,
olis, Ind., where he delivered his
on Black Lake for years.
Port Boyal, 8. C., as a marine. Mr.
MEMBERS GO TO
Colonel Roosevelt Monday offered to conference was held in Grand Bapids. Geerlings gave a very interestingtalk lectures on the Revelation to the f»c- Street by Bev. J. F. Bouwerman, in the
presence
of a few relativesand friends.
utly
and
students
of
Butler
College.
raiae not one, but four army divisions
Bev. and Mis. A. Bus of Prospect about the War and then refreshments
Fraternity men at the state UniversJohn W. De Vries, of Muskegon, They will make their future home on a
to be ryshed to the firing line in France Park church were surprised by sixt
wore served. “Buck” was presente J
ity have rushed to the colors.
representative of the Home Furnace farm near Lansing.
Let’s hold Teddy two more months young people of the congregation Fr
with a bible and was given a hearty
Co., spent Sunday in this city.
and we’ll have a whole army raised day night who gave a farewell party handshake by all the fellows.
A birthdayparty was held at the
Edgar Landwehr spent a few days in home of Mr. and Mrs. Kasten in honor
without any trouble.
as the minister and his wife leave next
The Holland Epworth League held its
of their daughter, who was 12 years
7698— Expires May 19
A clock 9 feet tall was made by the week for Chicago, where he is to take regular monthly business meeting on Chicago,.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Kolia left for old. Miss Sena invited her Sunday STATB
MIOKiaAK— The Probate
Colonial Mfg. Co., of Zeeland. The up city mission work. Gifts were pre- Monday evening in the league parlors
Court for the County of Ottawa. .
Cedar Rapids, la., Sunday evening.
school class of Mrs. E. Mulder, of the
time-pioce is 22 inches wide. It was sented by the guests.
at the M. E. church. In spite of the
In
the m>tt«r of the EaUte of
Attorney Thomas N. Robinson was 4th Beformed church. Refreshments
presented to the firm of Paul Bteketec
The police are getting several appli- rain about forty were present. Tho
John Vliher, Deceased.
k Sons of Grand Bapids by the em- cations for auto licenses since the pub- main feature of the evening waa the in Grand Rapids on legal business Mon- were served And a good time enjoyed.
Notice
!• hereby fWen that four months
»
The homo of Mr. and Mrs.' William
ployees of that firm.
licity has (been given by the new rules annual election of officers. The social
Mrs. J. Van Weelden and son John Porr of Holland township was the scene from the 6tb of April, A. D. 1917 have
In the Ford factory at Detroit,
laid down by the Board of Police and committee distributed refreshments at
every 24 hours 35,000 gallons of fuel Fire Commissioners. “Licenses ap- the same time that the tellers distrib- returned from Chicago Sunday morn- of a double wedding Wednesday after- been allowedfor creditori to preaent their
ing with Mr. and Mrs. R. U. Stacey, noon when their daughter, Dora Porr, claiml aninat said deceaied to aaid court of
oil are burned ..... In the same time 1,500 plied for” is no longer seen on the uted ballots. The returns of ;hc elecwho have been spending the winter at became the bride of Cornelius Vryhof examinationand adjustment,and. that all
gallons of ordinary lubricating oil, 800 cars and seven auto owners called upon tion showed the following results: prescreditor! of eaid deceasedare required to
Albuquerque,
New Mexico. They will of Holland, and their son, William, led preeent their claimi to aald court, at tha
Chief
Van
By
Thursday.
gallons of motor oil, 600 gallons of gasident, Clara McClellan; first vice-pres- spend the summer at Macatawa. Mrs.
probateoffice. In the City of Orand Karen.
oline, and 400 gallons of kerosene are
The governmenthas notified the Hol- ident, Lucy Moody; second vice-presi- Stacey was formerly Miss Marguerite Miss Bessie Door to the altar. Bev. E.
in said County, on or before the 6th day of
J.
Tuuk
performed
tho
double
ceroconsumed.
land Canning Co. to can all the goods dent, Lottie Wither; third vice-presiVan Weelden.
August, A. D. 1917, and that said claims
piony.
The Park Board has raised the pay possible this summer in anticipationof dent, Hazel Ayers; fourth vice-presiwill be heard by said court on Thursday the
o
W.
E.
Dunn
of
the
Dunn
Mfg.
Co.,
of most of the employees.The superin- the big demand that will be created dent, Bernice Benjamin; secretary,
was
in Grand Rapids on business Wed- FOR SALE— Yearling hens, $1.50 each. 9tb day of| Aug. A. D. 1917. at ten o'clock
tendent gets $8 n month mof; the as- by the war situation. The farmers need Matilda Van Baalte; treasure:,Glenn
Lakewood Farm, R. R. No. 6. 2tl9 in the forenoon.
nesday.
sistant gets $2.50 per day and the lab- have no fear that their crops will not Upton; chorister,Dr. Waltz; pianist,
Dated April 6th, A. D. 1917/
Attorney
T.
N.
Bobinson
was
in
$2.25. a day. The Board deemed be harvested, for plenty of help will Minnie Bingham. Several recommenFOB SALE— Seed Potatoes. H P. ZweJAMES J. DANHOF,
owing to the high cost of be available when the proper time dations of the cabinet were accepted, Grand Haven on legal business Wedmer. 275 E. 8th St. Phone 1460.
Jadfo of Prebet*
and the meeting adjourned.
comes around.
neiday.
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EXPLOSION SHAKES
CITY INTO FEAR OP
LABOR TO TARMS

AUTOS TQ BKDfO

HOLLAKD LIGHT
A

SPECIALTY GO.

1917 adopted the following reaolutiont I
Resolved, that a lateral newer be
constructedin Twenty-FourthStreet
from the man-hole in Columbia Avenue
to a point in Lincoln Avenue nineteen
feet east of the west line of Lincoln
SE- avenue; that said lateral sewer be laid
at the depth and grade and of the di-

GIVI BANQUET
GERMAN ACTIVITIES
OOUKTY BAKKBK1 MEET HEBE
CiriEBNS AWAKE LATE IN EVEN- AWARD PRIZES TO AGENTS
AMD DECIDE TO TABS BIO
INO WITH VISIONS OF FACFABT IN OA1DENINO
CURING THE FIRST, SECOND

_

TORIES IN RUINS

AND THIRD ORDERS.
At a meeting of

tiie

directorsof sev-

mensions prescribedin the diagram
plan and profile and in the manner required by the specifications
for eamd,
provisionallyadopted by the Common

\
\

Did you hear the explosion Tuesday
eral of, the banks of Holland, Zeeland nightf No, it wasn't the gas plant,
Council of the City of Holland, April
Will Put on Many Mon Holland Man
and Qrand Haven in Holland Tuesdajr. nor the canning factory. These two
18, 1917, and now on file in the office
factoriesare intask today, as is every
of the clerk, and that the cost and exInto Thtse Good Post
action w«a taken whereby the Ottawa
other plant visited in the canvass topense of the constructing such lateral
lions
Connty Bankers will secure the ser- day by the Sentinel to discover some
sewer be paid partly from the general
Jden disaster.
sewer fund of said city and partly by
vices of an assistant to the County Ag- hid(
At shortly before 11 o'clock TuesThe Holland Lighting and Specialty special assessment upon the lands, lota
riculturalAgent, D. L. Hagerman, for
day evening the city was shaken by
and premises of private property owuthe five coming summer and fall the force of a thunderousexplosion. Company recently organired, promises ers abutting upon said paft of 24th St.
People arose from their beds with to grow to large proportions in the and being adjacent to said lateral sewmonths.
quivering knees and looked out of the
er, and such other lands, lots and prom
The object of this action is to assist window— to see everything just as us- near future, and like many of our ises as hereinafterrequired and speciarger manufacturingplants that have fied, assessedaccording to the estimated
the agcn in the various new types of oal at that time. %
• By the way apeaking of that time, started in Holland from a small be- benefits thereto determined as follows:
work which have come about due to
three Hope students were accepted into
Total estimated cost of lateral sowe-,
the critical war conditionsThe prob- the Officers ' Reserve Oerpe Tuesday ginning, thu%planttoo seems destined $798.40.
Amount to be raised by special as
lem of increasing food production and evening as the first Hopeites in the ser- to grow fast and soon to become ono of
vice. They arrived here from Grand of our great business institutions.
sessment on private property according
the extensive interest which the farmRapids at 10:35 Tuesday night, and the
to estimated benefits received,$686.17.
At a banquet held at the plant for
ers throughtout the county nave taken1 contention is that their friends made
Amount to be paid from the genera*
the incident a merry oae by tfee above the sales force and employees, a very sewer fund, $112.23.
in this work have brought added ra-|
cited disturbance. Another contenThat the lands, lots ami premises up
sponsibilityin every department of the tion is that a bevy of merry makers did enjoyable time was had In a sort of a on which said special assessment shall
county agent's work,— responsibilities the desperate deed at the aenith of school of instruction nnd the talking be levied sh^ll include alt the private
their jollification. But we forgot to over of business was one of the fea- lands, lota and premises lying within
which are far beyond the ability of
•
• ••
mention that the windows in the buildthe special assessment district designrft
oae man to assume.
ings near the Athletic field were shat- tures.
ed by a red line in the diagram and plat
Prites were given to salesmen getof said district by the common council
The features Of work which will be tered and that Old Van Vleck tremble!
ting the first order for a lightingplant.
in connection with the constructionof
promoted are as follows: More exten- on ita foundations.
Men ecuring the aecond fnd third <y- the sewer, all of which private lota,
sive encouragement and co-operation
ders also received prizes, among them
lands and premises are hereby desigwith the people of the cities and towns
being Holland men. Among those
HOPEITES
nated and declared to constitutea speof the county who are raising gardens
receiving the prizes were Mr. E. J.
cial sewer district for the purpose of
with the idea of developing a maxiBteeby of Caledonia
do
and J. W. Roup of
specialassessment to defray that part
mum production from these garden
Grand Rapids, first prizes; Mr. Ira of the cost and expense of constructplots. Later in the season canning and
The first men from Hope College to Wyrick and Frank Shanahan of our ing A lateral sewer in said part of
preserving demonstrations will be given
city, second prizes;and Mr. Ralph Gay
Twenty-Fourth street in the manner
with the idea of helping the people, enroll in the service of the government,
of Grand Rapids, third prize.
suecoeded
in
passing
the
stringent
exhereinbefore set forth and as here
who h*ve raised gardens, to efficientlv
In speaking to Mr. Olinger,the mantofore determined by the Common
sad economically preserve this food aminationfor membership in the Offiager, he had the following to say relaCouncil, said district to be known and
product for winter consumption.The cers' Reserve Training Camp 1o be optive to the proapects of the companv:
designated “East Twenty-Fourth
matter of farm employment is also to ened at Ft. Sheridan on May 14. The
>ral Fi
“Mr. A. J. Arnold, General
Field
Street Special Sewer AssessmentDisreceive special attention.Through the men are Ralph G. Korteling of Chicago,
Manager
for
the
company
arrived
here
the county later an appeal Fred Vos of Conrad, Montana; and
trict.”
papers
Monday and although he had several Resolved further,that the city clerk
will b<
be loaded to the farmers who have Bernie Mulder of Holland. These men
were the only three out of ten exam- telegram from another firm to act aa be instructedto give notice of the prorequested help.
field manager, he acceptedthis composed constructionof said lateral aewer
ilso by circular letters, correspond- ineut applicants to qualify. Hope Colli
pany's offer. He said his reasons for
and of the special assessment to be
eace and general publicity, a supply of lege should be congratulated.
These young men are now awaiting doing so were that the Holland Gen- made to defray part of the expenae of
farm labor will be brought to the counerator is by far the most simple genconstructing such sewer, according to
ty if possible. In this way the office orders from the Commandant at the
erator on the market and has the
diagram, plan and estimate on file in
of the Agr'l agent will conduct a farm Camp when to report at Port Sheridan.
The impression gained quite gener- strongest talking points of any gener- the office of the City Clerk, and of the
•apioymant bureau and all efforts will
•rie
be made to provide all who are in ally during the past few days that ator he has seen during his experience. district to be assessed therefore,by
Mr. Boone, field salesma anger, statpublicationin the Holland City News
need of help with competent men at the officer! ’ corpa is filled, is wrong,
ed that he expected to put on many for two weeks, and that Wednesday,
the time needed. Methods are also ia according to word from the Central Demore salesmen in the near future to May 16, 1917, at 7:30 o'clock, P. M., be
process of formation whereby men and partment. Applications should be sent
which will offer a splendid opportun- and is hereby determinedas the time
boys with farm experience now living in at once, however,by those seeking
ity for Several more talented Hol- |<when the Common Council and the
ia the city may be transported to and a place in the training camp.
land salesmen.
Board of Public Works will meet at the
from the country at morning and night
“Through a conference with Mr. H. Councl rooms to consider any suggesby patrioticindividualswho own auto- INJURED
J. Boone of the Holland Lighting k
tions or objections that may be made
mobiles and are willing to lend them
Specialty Co., after a ten days trip
to the construction of said sewer, to
for this valuable service. Many other
CLAIM
through the state, he said he felt very
said assessment, and assessmentdisfeatures of activity will be announced
much encouraging as to the outlook for trict, and to said diagram, plan, plat
later.
Mr. Hagerman, together with all the INDUSTRIAL BOARD AnDS FOR the future.”
and estimates.
We should be proud of having the
other county agents in the State has
RICHARD OVERWEG,
FRED COOK, INJURED IN HOLHolland Lighting & Specialty Co. in
been called to Lapsing in conference
April 26, May 3 and 10, '17. City Clerk
our
city,
as,
without
a
doubt,
this
firm
LAND FURNACE CO.
with the War PrfiparednessBoard re
will soon be one of the leading induscently appointed by Gov. Sleeper. This
tries of this city, and we take this FOR SALE— Ideal Eight Acre Fruit
meeting ia to |^e held in the Senate
The IndustrialBoard at Lansing has opportunity to extend to tnem our best
Farm, near town; good soil, good
Chamber today and many features of
wishes.
direct importinre to the increased pro- just decided a unique legal' case
buildings. Offner Owner, Douglas,
i
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TAKEN FOR TRAINING

Forty Years Ago, We Sold the

Home Sewing

Today the

Michigan.

not in position to make a claim.

AWARD

ED YEAR
Tuesday afternoon

’S

PRIZE

the Womtn's

Fred C. Cook was injured at the
Holland Furnace Co. in November 1915.

The injury was

slight and nothing

was

Literary Club was most delightfullyen
tertained by the members of the Civic
Circle,

thought of it as he went right back
to work. It seems that a bolt from

the older girls and the juniors

both taking part in the program. Miss

Katherine Nykerk, president
Circle,

welcomed the

of

one of the pulleys overhead had work

dl

loose

and had

take care of this work.
Peach trees will be protected against
the Yellow and small, peach, nnd they
urge every farmer to obey the law by
giving all trees a -thorough spraying,
and thus protect the township tax payer the expense of enforcing the state
law relative to the protection of orchards.

fallen .on Cook's

the
head.

ladies and express

In September,1916, however, his
ed the gratitude of the girls for all head began to trouble him and -ie was
that they had received from the club. forced to undergo an operation ac one
of the Grand Rapids’ hospitals and it
In the name of the circle, Miss Nykerk
was found that an indention in the
presentedthe Club with a beautiful skull was made, presumably by the
falling bolt which worked injury to the
table scarf.
man a year later, when it was first no
After a piano duet by Miss Do Rosticed.

and Miss Boomers, and a vocal sols

hr

After the operation had taken place
by Miss Anna Koppenaal, both of theift and Mr. Cook had recovered he brought
in a claim against the Holland Furmost excellent, a little allegorical play, nace Co. for $250. This claim was referred to the Bonding Co., with which
“The Passing of the Seasons'”
the Holland Furnace Co. is insured covgiven by the girls. Miss Marie
ering the working men’s compensation
played the accompaniment an* Miss act.
The Bonding Co. refused to pay statBernice Jones read the lines of the
ter

is Better

twould be free from

Than Ever.

all

today.

Come

in

and see them.

Meyer's Music House
17 West Eighth Street
LIGHT

RUNNING

TRADE MARI
REGISTERED

3tl9.

been appointed as commissionersto

-:o:-

CIVIC CIRCLE

New Home

of These

Sewing Machine troubles, Invest in a Light Running
New Home
•
If you

ALLOWED

HOLLAND
PUTS
ON TREE INSPECTOR

MaStill Doing Good Work

chines are

MAN GETS

duction of food supply will be discuss^hat lias to do with the workingman’s
TWP.
ed.
The man to be employed by the compensation act. It decided the quesBankers Association has not been se- tion that even if a person brings in
cured as yet, however, man of ex
a claim for injury after the alloted time COMMISSION NAMES G. J. DEUR
tensive farm experience and one who
AND T. KOETERS.
has had 2 or 3 years of collegeeduca- for filing such claim baa elapsed, such
tion will be sought. Several prospects
person is entitled to compens^ion if
Holland Township will start a vigare in line and very probably someeoe
orous campaign against the San Jose
the
evidence
shows
that
circumstances
will be secured while the agent is at
Scale. G. J. Deur and P. Kocyera have
the Agr'l college this week.
were such that the injured person Vas

Machines^ in This

Community. Many

......... .

New

play. Mother Nature was represented
"by Nellie Altenaar; January, Gertrude

Steketee; February, Anna De Free;
March, Nellie Zeerip; April, Delia
Poest; Mlay, Alice Troost; June,

Anna

Visacher; July, Grizelda Nykerk; Aug-

Anna Koppenaal;September, Mar
Anna Drez
inga; November, Henrietta Boomers;
December, Katherine Nykerk; Time,

ust,

garet TenBrink; October,

Martha Zeerip. The little girls attend
ing each of the months were: Hazel
Nykerk, Pauline Kulkman, Florence
filagh, Sena Treat, Jeanette De Roster,
Martha Koppenal, Sadie Zeerip,Mamie
Trost,
VanderHill,
Mildred Slagh,
)st. Ada V«
* . .........
‘
Bernice Vanden Brink, Mary Nykerk.
The girls were dressed in gauty gar-

.

.....

ing that the time to file claims had expired. The Arbitration Board, consisting of John Hall, Henry«Brusse and
Fred Zierleyn decided in favor of Fred
C. Cook. The Bonding Co. not being
satisfied with this decision carried the
case up to the Industrial Board at
Lansing and yesterday they sustained
the decision of the Arbitration Board
allowing Cook $250 for medical and
hospital expenses contracted by virtue
of the injury.
The attorney for Mr. Cook was M. A.
Sooy of Holland. The attorneys for the
General Accident, Fire & Life Insurance Corporation were Kerr & Lacey
of Detroit

-

:o:

APPLICATIONS FOR SCAVENGER
LICENSES

Is

In order to

,

Mr. Stegeman,under the directionof
Dr. A. T. Godfrey has completed the 3
years of chemistry offered at Hope College aad is prepared to enter at once
upon graduate work.

SEALED PROPOSALS will be

make

this

campaign

special low prices all this week,

Paul Stegeman, a member of the
senior class of Hope College, has just
been notified that he has been awarded
a scholarshipin Chemistry by the Ohio
State University at Columbus.
The scholarship carries $300 besides
exception from all tuition and other

Paint-Up
Our Mayor

jThe Proclamation Issued by

SCHOLARSHIP GIVEN
STEGESJAN AT OHIO

fees.

4

Clean-Up

a success, we will offer

we

will

give

a

Special Discount

20% giW

all

Paper

received

M. Monday, April 30th, 191?,
by the Board of Public Works of the
until 6 P.

City of Holland, Michigan for the furnishing of the following materials:
1225 bbls. of high grade American
Portland Cement, made by a manufacturer of established reputation,which
shall comply with the standard specifications for Portland cement adopted by
American Society for Testing Materials
August 15th, 1908 and amended July,
1909, and published in the Proceedings

THIS

Holland House Paint Reg. Price $2.75

“

Paint
Mattcote Flat Wall Paint

Senour Floor

of said society.
400 cu. yds. clean sand

graded from
fine to coarse containing no particles
larger than %-in. and not containing
more than 57c of very fine material.It
shall be sensibly free from loam, clay

“

$250

“

$2.75

Plastico Kaisomine Reg. Price 10c per

WEEK

“ “
" “

Lb.

$2.50

$23*

“

or other impurities.
775 cu. yds. of gravel or broken stone
graded from Vi-in. to 2%-in. in diameter and be free from dust, dirt, perishable matter and other improper sub-

Applications will be received by the stances.
ments to represent the various seasous,
Each proposal must be accompanied
and the little play was most effective, Board of Health of the City of Holby a certifiedcheck for an amount
against a backgroundof stately forest land, Michigan, at the office of the City
equal to lOft of the amount of the bid,
Clerk of said
until 4:00 P. M. of
lidcity,
’
trees.
The judges on tatting, crocheting Monday, May 14, 1917, for a license to which shall be forfeited in case order
and embroidery awarded prizes to Mil- engage in or carry' on the business of a for the material is not accepted and
dred Slagh, Florence Slagh, Jeanette scavenger,said applicant shall set forth filled. Check should be made payable
DeKoster and Rolina Brink. » All the the name and residence of the person to the Board of Public Works.
The right is reserved to order 10%
work exhibited was beautifully done. applying for said license, the territory
more or less than the quantities speAfter the program, tea was served by within said city where the applicant
cified and to reject any or all bids.
the girls. Mrs. Oggel is chairman of desires to exercise his privilege, the
Proposals should.beindorsed “Proportion
of
the
business
he
desires
bhe Civic Circle work, which the dub
posals for Materials,”and addressed
regards aa one of its most absorbing in- to engage in, the price at which
he is willingto accept such license, and to the Board of Public Works.
terests.
R. B. CHAMPION, Superintendent
Announcement was made of the shall bo signed by the applicant. The
-:o:change of the dub motto from the Ger- price shall be stated for garbage, rePR0P08ED LATERAL SEWER
man, “Mehr Licht” to its English ver- fuse, and excremAt,'separately, and
sion, “More Light.” Also attention also a bid to cover for all, if the appliwas called again to the Better Babies’ cant sd desires. The board may grant Twenty-Fourth Street from the Manhole in Colombia Avenue to a Point
programs, Friday afternoon and even- one or more licenses in its discretion, au
In Lincoln Avenue Nineteen Feet
ing. Dr. F. J. limed of Grand Rapids will best serve the conditions in the
East of the West Line of Lincoln
will speak apd a little play will bo city.
Avenue.
nrescntedAAmost cordial invitation The Board reserves the right to
City of Holland, Mich.
is extenddlftc
W to ally mothers of the city ject any or all applications.
City Clerk’s Office April 25, 1917.
By order of the Board of Health.
and especiallyto the mothers of the
Notice is hereby giwen that the ComCivic Circle gids to attend either meet- Dated May 2, 1917.
mon Council of the City of Holland at
RICHARD OVERWEG,
iag or both. Uome and bring your bawith you If jou wish to.
1 Insertion, May 3, 1917. City Clerk. a session held Wednesday, April 18,

All

Grades

of

Varnishes 25c

off per gallon.

10 per cent discount on Chinamel Finishes.

Room

and Picture Moulding 10 per cent discount.

COME AND BUY NOW AND YOU WILL SAVE MONEY

BERT SLAGH
Citizens Phone

1254

NEW STORE

56 East Eighth

%

$2.5

.08

PAGE

an

Holland CPy News

WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPER LOCAL ORGANIST WRITES
ORGANIZATIONS OF OITY
TmETY FIVE YEARS AGO
PERIODICAL

JAMESTOWN TO HAVE
A NEW STATE BANK

up by Mr. Champion. Mr. Davis said, The gloriedguidon of the day;
“The K. of P. Ordet has demonstrate.!
a shelterthru the night.
S.
in the past that they are one of the
» Did you plant a tree!
most
patriotic
secret
organizations
ia
Laat Wednesday Mr. George H. SoutYour flag and my flagl
the country. The Uniformed Rank of
IN DE K. OF P'8 ASK ALL TO JOIN A^
ar delivered the fruit trees, shrubs, ALLS D. ZUIDEMA,
CAPITALIZEDAT $25,000; SEVEN K. of P’s is made up of the best and
To every star and stripe
vines, etc. that have been ordered TROIT CONSERVATORY,EDITOR
MEETING TO BE HELD
The drums beat as hearts beat.
TY-FIVE MEN ARB INTERmost
learned
men
or
the
country.
In
Of him during the past season.
OF PAGE IN “THE CLEF.”
And flfbra- shrilly pipe:.
THURSDAY
,
fact the flower of the nation is repreESTED.
THIRTY YEARS
•
Your flag and my flag—
sented. This army of men consistsof
A blessingin the sky..
Alle D. Zuidema of Detroit, son of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George Osborn,
The Jamestown State Bank, a new •200,000 well drilled seasoned and Your hope and my hope
Jr., on Tuesday morning last, April 26, Mr. and'Mrs. A. P. Zuidema, of 121 W.
The commttee appointedby the it.
trained individuals,and is commanded
organixation,the plans of B|iich will be
It never hid a lie!
• girl.
of P. lodge to formulate plans where- perfected next Wednesday at a stock- by Major Loomis of Grand Rapids who Home land and far land and1
Twelfth
street,
a
member
of
the
DeThe building which has been used by
some
time
ago
was
put
in command of
holders’ meeting, will mean much
half the world around,.
by Mr 0. Broyman until recently has troit Conservatoryof Music faculty, by all the organizationsin the city can
this uniformed organisation, covering
to the citixens of Jamestown. The
Old Glory hears our glad salute
been moved and the erectionof a new
be
merged
into
one
great
patriot!*
the
whole
United
States.
During
the
has written a great deal about music in
people of that village have pulled, toand ripples to the sound.
brick store will commence at once.
body for purpose of standing shoulder gether in this matter and every one Spanish-Americanwar, PresidentMe
different
magazines.
In
the
April
John Hopkins, an employe of the
Kinley was given the word that ho
to shoulder in one common cause, name- will benefit by this enterprise,which,
Your flag and my flag—
Phoenix Planing mill, had the fore- number of “The Clef”, he has a full
could call on this body of drilled and
together
with
the
new
elevator
comAmi Oh, how much it holds—
ly, patriotism and country, is working
fiifgerof his right hand cut off at the
picked men at any time and they would
page article on “Music and the
pany just organized, shows what tho
Your
land and my land—
first joint by a “dado” machine, yesdiligently to bring this about. The people of a small town can do in the be ready at a moments notice.
Secure within ita foldat
Church.”
terday morning.
“Major
Loomis
is a careful military
committee sends in the following no- way of boosting and improving the
A Song of the Season
man now with the National Guards Your heart ami my heart
Mr. Zuideina is also editor of tlu
business and farming condition of the
Beat quicker at tho aight,
tice for publication:
and
no donbt when he sees that tho
Bing a song of cleaning housel
community. There are about 75 men
Michigan page in this magazine,
Run kissed and wind toMod—
needs
sre
urgent
enough
he
will
send
A pocketful! of nails,
“A copy of the resolutionpassed by interested in this project and among
Red ami blue and white.
which is published in Kansas City. An the Knights of Pythias which appeared
the expected .word to President Wil
Four and twenty dustpans,
the leaders of the movement are such
The one flng—thogreat flag—
Scrubbing brooms and pails!
item from Michigan in this musical in Friday’s Sentinel, together with a men as Lewis De Kleine, Henry Van son offering the service of the 200,000
the flag for me and you—
When the door is opened,
request to send representatives for a Noord, Henry Webber, cJDe Jongh, 0. men who are even now preparing for Glorified all elae boaide — the
periodical says:
Wife begins to shout,
joint meeting, to be held in the City Sneden, A. H. Bosch, Nick De Kleine, the emergencythat may arise soon. And
red and whito and blue.
“Alle D. Zuidema, of Detroit
“John, take those carpets cut,
Hall, Thursday, May 3, at 7 P. M., to L. I’ikaart, Joe Smallegan, Klaas Kok; their services will then be given to the
After the banquet had been aerveJ
Conservatory
of
Music,
presented
government
and
the
men
will
be
placed
And pound them good and stout.”
organizo one grand patrioticbody and and so on we might mention fifty more
and the speechca made the following:
the fourth organ recital in the CenTWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
to formulate plans for future operatfoilR representative people. It is very where most needed.”
resolutionswere passed:
tral Methodistchurch series, on
AttorneyM. A. Sooy made a patrioBorn to Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Cronkwere sent by the committee in charge likely that from those mentioned the
Whereas, a state of war exiata beMarch
22nd.
His
program
was
tic
appeal
for
k
unity
of
action
of
all
right, Sunday, a 9% pound boy.
to the following civic and fraternalor- majority of the directorswill be chostween
Germany and the United Staten
chosen with the idea of presenting
ganizations:
Mr. Zwemer has sold his old house on
en. However the institutionwill be citizens of Holland in proof of their Government:
the variety of effectspossible on
patriotism and loyalty to their counChamber of Commerce.
Tenth street, (the De Bruin place) to
on a sound footing and the capital stock
And whereas the United States are
the fine new Skinner organ, and
try’! cause in its pending struggle
* Common Council.
D. Strovenjans, who will move it to a
subscribed and paid in is $25,000 which
asking for men for the army and navy:
included compositionsby several of
vacant lot in the west end. The old
G, A- R.
assures its succeu.— Jamestown Cor with Germany, emphasizingthe fact
And whereas, it becomes the patrioour well-knownAmerican composthat no matter what our previous attihouse will be replaced by a fine new
Sons of the Revolution.
respondent.
tic duty of every American eitixen to
ers.
A
Sixteenth
Century
suite
by
tude
may
have
been
as
to
the
declaraSpanish-American
War Veteran*.
residence.
encourage and assist the government in
-:o:Corelli,two movements from the
tion of war that since Congress had deIf. 0. H.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
securing men and in arousing and disSecond Organ Sonata by Dudley
clared a state of war exists between
B. P. 0. E.
seminatingpatriotism throughouttho
The schooner W. H. Dunham arrived
Buck, one movement from the E
this
country
and
Germany,
the
time
for
Masons.
nation;
Thursday morning from Manistee with
AID
U.
S.
Minor Sonata by James H. Rogers
discussion had passed and that time
Odd Fellows.
Therefore, Be It Resolved, That we,
• mammoth cargo of lumber and shinand several novelties made up an
for
action,
is
at
hand
and
that
though
Woodmen.
members of the Knights of Pythias, adgles for the Scott-LugersLumber Co.
attractiveprogram.”
Maccabees.
LOCAL ORDER FINISH CONTEST it may mean much sacrificeit is vocate the co operation of all fraternal
Gerrit Kragt of this city and Miss
In his page story on “Music>and the
the duty of every American eitixento
Eagles.
and civic organization* of the City of
Lydia Williams of Holland Township Church,” Mr. Zuidema shows a full
ON MEMBERSHIP AND LOSING
assist in defendingand upholding his
Pyramids.
Holland, and invite them, through \
were married by Rev. H. Van Hoogen understandingof the development of
nation’s flag and honor in this, her time
Social Progress Club.
committeeappointed for that purpose,
SIDE BANQUETS WINNERS
at the former’s home on Wednesday music. Parts of the article are given
of need.
Forward Movement Club.
to unite in one grand organization to
evening.
here for his many friends, who may not
The
boys
of
1917
are
juat
as
loyRifle Club.
arrange and provide patriotic rally#
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. John see the magazine:
al and patriotic as the boys of ’97 or
Moose.
Thursday evening was a memorable
and demonstrations from time to time
Deur on Thursday afternoon.
We find
striking disagreement
'61
and
they
can
be
depended
upShould there be some organization
as the occasion demands, and tender
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
upon the subject of music in its relation omitted, do not consider this a slight, one in the K. of P. Hall. In the first on to render service in their country’s
their assistance to the Grand Army of
The death of Gerrit Plakke occurred to the church, in some cases so severe
cause if its need is actually shown. He
but an oversight and consider this an
place it was the wind-up of a spirited
the Republic of the City of Holland io
last Friday evening at his home on as to cause such serious dissentiona* to
urged
that
the
boys
of
Holland
who
are
invitation.Allpersons interested not
fitly observing Decoration Day.
Madison Place at the age of 64 years. lead to misapprehension and misundercontest
that
has
been
waged
since
Feb
qualified for militaryservice, exbelonging to any of these organizations
Hearing that the Chamber of ComFrances Binke and Katie Bas of Hol- standing not only upon this subject,
press their willingness to enlist in its
are also welcome.
ruary 1 for the gooa of the order.
merce intends bolding a patriotic meetland have been licensed to marry.
but upon kindred subjects as well.
cause
before
being
compelled
to
by
conCommittee: Chairman, M. A. Rooy,
TEN YEARS AGO
ing Monday night it was the conseusu#
At that time a meeting was held to scription or draft.
Much has already been written upon R. B. Champion, E. P. Davis, Andrew
of opinion that the lodge co-operate
Cards are out announcingthe mar- the subject of church music, and much
He
closed
with
the
following
quotaHyma
and Volney Dibble.
foster Pythianismin the local lodge, to
with this body and in order to do this
riage of Miss Lydia Boersma and Ger- is likely to be written upon it, but a
tion written by Wilbur D. Nesbit:
effectively, a committee was appoiatei
rit De Vries to take pla/e Wednesday positive agreement is not likely to be
secure more members and to urge bet
YOUR FLAG AND MY FLAG
consisting of Chairman M. A. Sooy,
tvening, May 8, at their future home, reached because of several apparently
ter attendance.The result of the meetR. B. Champion, E. P. Davis, Andrew
Van Baalte Avenue and seventeenth insurmountable obstacles.Foremost
ing was the choosing of two sides, by Your flag and my flag,
Hyma and Volney Dibble.
street.
among these is the incontrovertiblefact
And how it flies today
The patrioticgathering organized
Harry Landaal, son of Mr. and Mrs. that there is no essentially religious art
dividing the membership in half and
In your land and my land
under the Damon and Pythias banner,
Landaal, living on West Ninth Street, as distinguishedfrom secular art. Me- DROPPING OUT OF KALAMAZOO,
chosing A1 Bigterinkto captain one
And half a world away!
departed, after singing the Star Spandied yesterday.He was twenty-two chanically,the music is good or bad acOLIVET AND ADRIAN LIKELY
side and Emory P. Davis as the cap- Rose-red and blood-red
years of age.
gled banner lead by Frank KleinhekseJ.
cording to the correctness or incorTO SPOIL PROGRAM.
The stripesforever gleam;
Ten new members took the final derectnessof its composition,but further
tain on the other side.
Snow-white and soul-white—
gree Thursday evening in the K. of
OAR SMASHES POLE
than this it would seem to be purely a
Whether tne oiichigan IntercollegThe contest lasted for three months
The good forefathers’dream;
P. lodge. Twenty more have joined
matter of convention.
iate Athletic association schedule will
since Feb. 1, and the order now has 3
and was decided in favor of the side Sky-blue and true-blue,with
The
organ
lends
itself
very
admirably
Freight leaves Track; Held from Tipbe played out this year is a question of
stars to gleam aright—
total membership of 161.
to religious expression,but w.is not inmanaged
by
A1
Rigterink
by
a
very
ping By Stump of Pole
considerable interest. With the can
ventea for this use, and is not now eellation of athletics by Kalamazoi,
narrow margin. The contest war judgAn interurban freight car found for used exclusivelyas an agency for the Olivet and Albion Colleges, three of the
ed by points. Any member attending
Holland ran off the track at the bend dissemination of religiousfeeling.The schools, Hillsdale,Adrian and Alma,
near the brickyard Thursday at 6:30. earliest instruments of the organ type are left in the race. Word had been one evening, the side he was on was
It snapped off a large pole several feet were used to accompany circus-playsat received that Hillsdaleintends to play
credited with two points. The side get
from the ground. The part of the pole Rome, and it is said that Nero himself out her schedule and the Alma faculty
ting a new member was given credit for
was
not
above
trying
his
impe-ial
hards
which remained standing held the car
voted last week to retain base ball and
fifty points. The member who attendfrom tipping over into the ditch. It upon them.
track contests.
So also some of the hymn tunes now
was two o’clock Friday morning before
While the schedule of three schools ed every, meeting during the emtest
the car had been replaced on the track in common use owe their origin to other may result in materially cutting down was given twenty points extra to be
than religious motives. Some of them
credited to the side to which he b£
and the broken pole replaced.
the number of games, it is hoped to add
longed.
have had a most noble inception, as may
Western Normal to fill out the schedtle
be noted by considering the sources of ule.
Last evening the losing side banquet
many of the best arrangements.For
ed tho winning side with an elaborate
Hildidalo will play Alma at Hillsdale
TO JAIL; $100
instance, note some of the more faspread consistingof home cooking and
tomorrow.
miliar arrangements from Haydn’s
they say it was some spread. After
BROUGHT CHICKENS TO HOLLAND “Creation.” Though this oratorio
the coffee and ices were served chairs
was written when the composer had
AND THEN RETURNED HOME
were bushed back and Frank Conglereached old age, it is marvelously fresh
WITH WHISKEY.
ton, under whose regime as Chancellor
and vigorous, and we note also that
Commander the order has been very
Haydn said “Never was I so pious as
• The two boot-leggerswho brought
active and has prosperedmaterially,
chickens to Holland in suit cases and when engaged upon this work, and I
A small fire that might have resulted acted as toastmaster.
returned with whiskey and sold it t* fell upon my knees daily and prayed
He called on R. B. Champion,superin a serious conflagration -if the wind
Allegan citixens, pleaded guilty to the God for strength to continue the
intendent
of the Board of Public
Limited All the Way- Every Two Hours
had been in a different direction ocWorks, who said:
crime and were sent to the Al'egan Co. work.” If the soul of the .'omposer
curred Thursday evening >in Douglas
jail for three months by Judge Cross speaks through his music, these arwhen a small building -belongingto Mr.
“I have been asked to bring to your
and assessed a fine of $i00 besides.
rangementsin the form of hyma-tunes
Gerber, and containing a gasoline can, attention the matter of the Ueservu
The Allegan News has the following: breath the spirit of piety and revercaught fire and burned to the ground. Officers’ Training Camp which is to be
—Henry Alberts and Fay Me Loud, ence.
The barn nearby caught fire,, but it created at Fort Sheridan on May 8.
Lv. Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
But there are others of which this
both of this city, were arrested last
was extinguished before much damage This capip, as most of you know, is for
week by Sheriff Frank Hillman and may not be said. As an instance we was done.
the purpose of training officers to commeaning
Deputy Tiefenthal on the charge of may but speak of our well known “Old
The Community Brotherhood, which mand the new army that will be raised
Hundred.” This is anonymous, but was to have met at tho M. E. church either through selective draft or by
” bootlegging.” They were caught
Lv. Detroit at noon and’reach Holland the next noon
red-handed. The sheriff marked a bill, of Francis I of France, and more for
that evening was postponed on account volunteer. Any one who has had a
ent a “dummy” into McLoud’s house amusement than from sacred impulse, of the fire.
college training and who is over 20
on the south side and then took the made translationsof the psalms into
years and nine months old and under 44
French
verse,
and
set
them
to
popular
goods away from the latter as he was
years is eligible for attendance at the
leaving the house and arrested the of- tunes. Van Laun says of him, “He FIRST CITY
camp, or any other man who is apparfenders. They were arraigned before first noted in a Mnrot-Beza psaltery
MEATS
ently well educatedthrough his busiJustice Brady Monday and waived ex- nnd set to the one hundred and thirtyness training or occupation, which has,
WM.
VANDER
VEER, 152 E. 8t!
amination and were bound over to cir- fourth psalm, and not to the one hunJ. A. KELLEY TAKES NUMBER 10; ii a way, proved his abilityto handle
Street. For choice steaks, fowls, o
cuit court. They entered a plea of dredth,as we might suppose.
ALL OWNERS MUST FOLLOW men
game In season. Citizens Phone 104;
guilty before Judge Cross and he senMarot was a noted poet at the Court
^UIT OB SUFFER
“A great many applicationshave been
tenced them to three months in the translated the penitential psalms and
received from young men just out of
DR. N. K. PRINCE
county jail and assessed each $100 and Ovid’s metamorphoses,he wrote the
The first city auto license number college and who would be eligible for
VeterinaryPhysician and Surgeo
$5.35 costs. If the fine and costs are praises of 8t. Christina and sang the
was handed out Thursday to John A. commissions,if thfy qualify, as first
Night Calls promptly attended t
not paid they are to remain in jail six triumphs of cupid.” Plainly he was not
Kelley of the Donnelly-KelleyGlass and second Lieutenants. There is. howATTORNEYS AND NOTAKIRa
months.
Holland Ml<
one moved by pious intent. His writing Co. Number 10 is the initial plate. Tho Qver, a lack of applicationsfrom older
_o
found favor in the dissolutecourt nnd paint on it had hardly dried when it men or men of mature years who would D1EKEMA, KOLLEN & TEX CATE
each of those attached thereto chose a was hitched on Mr. Kelley’s car.
BANKS
64TH
be in line to qualify as Captains tn.i
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
psalm.
To secure a city license number, Majors, and the departmentis very an Office over First State Baak. Both
THE FIRST STATE BANK
As to what one may consider the true meaning to avoid arrest, the auto own- xious that more men nttend who could Phonea.
Capital Stock paid In
...... 60,0
Surplus and undividedprofits 50,0
The Evening Herald of Los Angeles, music of the church, the points of view er must apply to Chief# of Police Van qua1 if v for these commissions. The
differ materially,since each regards it Ry, pay $1 for it and when he 1’ecolvcs rate of pay of officers in serviceis such
LOUB H. OSTEKHOUS
Depositors Security____________160,0
Calif., gives the following write-up and
according to his artistic sensibility, be- his state license,ho will receive $.75 that married men can enlist in tin serPROSECUTING ATTORNEY
4 per cent Interest paid on tli
pictures of MV. and Mrs. J. W. Minvice ami still be able to properly tnk«
derhout celebrating their 64th wed- lief, education, temperament, and with back on the return of the city plate.
Practicesin all State and Federal deposits.
due regard to the period in which he
can of their families. The pay of Hu
ding anniversary. -The paper says:
Exchange ov\ all business cent*
Courts. Office in Court House
second Lieutenantis $1700 per yeir“Just 64 years ago today Mr. and lives. Music reflects the character of
domestic and foreign.
Grand
Michigan.
First Lieutenant, $2,000; Captain, $2,
Mrs. J. W. Minderhout of 112 South the ago in which it is produced, nnd the
G. J- Dlekema, Prea.
500; nnd Major, $3,000.
Wj^on Place married in Grand Rapids, church music cannot escape the influPHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
J. W. Beardslee. V.
ence of the secularcurrent of the time.
Applicants
for
attendance
at
the
ky ugan. Twelve years ago they came
The
church has always shown a ten- TO REPORT AT CAMP MAY 8; BIX camp must secure lettersfrom three J. J- Mersen, Corner Tentn and Cento Los Angeles to live a retired life.
OTHERS APPLY AND WILL
responsible citizens affirming them to
tral Ave. Citizen* Phone
THE PEOPLES STATE BAN
Today they celebratedthe 64th year of dency to hold a conception of music
BE TESTED.
which
has
led
to
a
repression
of
it
as
a
Capital Mock paid in .... ....... |6(
be men of character, sobriety,and of
1416. BeU Phone
married life.
standing in their communities, and must
Additionalstockholder’s liabil141
“Both Mr. and Mrs. Minderhoutare subsidiary function, contrary to the
Hoyt G. Post, local chairman for the
ity...^ — ......
6(
In excellent health, can see nnd hear efforts of music to free itself from recruitingof college men in the officers’ undergo a preliminary physical exaniin
ation in Holland, for instar.’.e,by Dr.
perfectly and walk without aid. Min- the restraintsof word and action, and
Deposit
or
security
____________
lot
MUSIC
reserve corps, Friday passed the regu- Leenhouts who j.ives his servicas free
derhout is 84 and his wife, one year express itself for its own undivided
Cook Bros. For the latest Popular Pays 4 per cent Interest on Sai
lar army examination at Grand Rapids cf cost for patriotic reasons.
exaltation.
This
it
is
which
church
younger. They have seven children,
Deposits
songs and the beat in the music line
and has been ordered to report at Ft.
The governmentpays all the expenses
twenty-eight grandchildrenand three dignitarieshave opposed because they
DIRECTORS
Sheridan, Illinois, May
to begin of tho camp and aP a man loses is hie CltUena phone 1259. 87 East Elgbtb
saw
the
possibility
of
its
fascination
great-grandchildrenliving.”
A. V tocher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel
training.
time, altho I understand that there is Street.
The older citixens of Holland will as an art and its ultimate improbability
Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Ynt
Six other applications are in from movement on foot to ask Congressto
as
a
function
in spiritualrituals.
remember Mr. Minderhoutas the manJ. G. Rutger.
young men of this vicinity. It is ex- pass a bill (.rowing each
LUMBER
AND
INTERIOR
FINISH
in
atBy
force
of
circumstances
the
art
of
ager of Hotel Holland years ago. Mrs.
John Zwemer, the late wife of the music must^feel a new impulse when pected that they will receive orders to tendance$100 per month whilo there. Scott-Lugers Lumber Co., River Avenue
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
be examined within a few days.
and Sixth St, Phone 1001
This is, however, very uncertain nnd
Civil War veteran, was a sister to Mjs. enlistedin tiie ministry of the religion
cannot
bo
relied
upon.
At
the
close
of
of
Christ,
nnd
so
after
a
period
of
re«
FRIS BOOK STORE
thb camp examinationswill be held
UNDERTAKING
adjustmentcame the new force emanAllegan County Marriage Licenses
Books, Stationery, Bibles, New*
and the men that hav# qualified' for
Wm. G. Nykamp and Josephine Hag- cipating it from thralldom imposed by
papers, and Magazines
8- DYKSTRA,
EAST
commissionswill he either given imritual ahd ceremony, and leading it to
elskamp, both of Ovcriscl.
30 W. 8th
Phone 1749
EIGHTH Street. Citizens phone
mediate commands or returned to civil
James M. Booycnga of Fillmore and a sphere of action and expression as
The fifty-five men who signed a con1267-2r.
boundless as the sea.
life subject to call when ne-idod. The
Ethel Lovett of Kalamazoo.
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
tract last summer ns assuring the ChatThe modern conception is that music auqua at Zeeland this summer met this camp which Michigan men would atDOESBURG, H. R., DEALER IN
DR.
A.
LEENHOUTS
is an art subject to no laws but its own,
FRIENDS ATTEND FUNERAL
week and organized. Ex-Mayor John tend is at Fort Sheridan, near Chicago.
THROAT DRUGS, medicine, paints, oils, toilet
free to assert itself, nnd lifting the
In looking about for prospective men EYE, EAR, NOSE
H. Mocke was chosen president; Ben
articles.Imports and domestic
SPECIALIST
Orlaado H. Robbins, aged 72, who inner consciousness into a sphere of Neerken, vice-president;P. T. Moerdyk who might want to attend this camp, it
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 32 K
contemplation
removed
from
all
temoccured
to
mo
that
there
might
not
bo
Peters
Bldg.
lied Tuesday in Hartr Michigan, a vie*
secretary: D. F. Boonstra, treasurer;
Eighth Street.
poral
relations
whatsoever.
Herein
any
more
logical
place
to
go
than
to
im of pneumonia, was buried Friday in
Cor. Central Ave. and 8th 8t., Holland,
Gerrit Veneklasson, chairman ticket
hit city.. The funeral was attended lies the possibility of noble expression committee;W. C. Irvine, chairman ad- an organization of this kind. The time
Michigan
MISS HELENE PELGRI
v several friends from this city. Rob- in music through noble association, but vertising committee;and E. J. Pruim, is short, however, and if any of you
OFFICE HOURS
Teacher of Plano
without
the
necessity
of
sacrificing
the
contemplategoing you should attend
ins was boro in Rochester, N. Y., in
chairman of the grounds committee.
9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Evetning^
Ctti. Phone 14(0
to the preliminariesthis week for later
t6 and came to Michigan in ’63. In traditions and canons of music as an
Mr. Harrison, tho advance agent o!
Tues. and Bats., 7:30 to 9.Residence
197 West' 12th
art.
would
he
too
late
to
make
(be
prelim55 he took Miss Mary Lievense of this
the Community Chautauqua met with
ty as his bride.
these men at the Council rooms. The inary arrangements.
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
Emory P. Davis was next called for
DENTISTS '
He is survivedby one son, Richard Rev. A. J. Van Lummel, former edi- date for the chautauqua at Zeeland has
Dr. Janies O. ScetP
of Peachville. Michigan, and two tor of De Grondwet,now pastor and been set for Monday, July 16 to Fri- a speech and as the banquet turned out TYLER VAN LAND EG END, Dealer
Albert M. of Hart and D. G. preaching; at Paterson, N. J. has ac- day, July 20. A good program has to be a sort of a patrioticaffair, Mr. In Windmills, Gasoline Engines,
cepted a call to Boyden, Iowa.
Hours: 8 to It a. m.
Va.
been asiured.
Davis replied along the lines taken Pumps and Plnmblnf Supplies. Cits.
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WRITS HOLLAND LADS WHO LEFT sire, and let the same to the lowest
of that moment and would hair and a acraggty beard. 1 stepped
FOR UNCLE SAM'S SERVICE;
bidder on auch separate work; providforward
and
flung
up
my
arm.
reaent the illghteat referenceto It
Sealed proposals will be received by tbs
ed, that if the person or firm who has
. THEY’ VE ARRIVED
"Drop U!" I said shorUy. “Lift that
I releaoed her hand, venturing upco
Common Council
_______
of the city _
of Holland.
the contract for city printing shall bo Michigan, at tho ofleo of tha Clti
no reply, and wa rode down the steep gun and you're dead!"
The seven boys who left Holland last
as
low
as
the
lowest
on
such
separate
said
city,
till 7:80 o’clock P.
mjej.
At first I thought him craiy enough Monday* for Port Royal to train as
bank. The sullen sweep of the water,
bid, the porson or flrai having the day, April 80. 1917, for the
out of the darkness above, Into the to take the chance of my fire; then Marinea have arrived at that school and contract with tho city for the other city fourteen Water Works bonds
May 1, 1917, in tho sum of On^Koesaud
darkneea below, sad the brooding the big fingers relaxed, and the rifle 1 are settlingdown to the earnest mat- printing shall have the preference in
coupon*attackedi
alienee, lay bold on my nerves. We £3
,o U,. floor.
ToTwork Said bonds to be designated as Water Worka
Hoads
Her lea •P" end to be numbered
» UnCfl 8am- In * letter hon,e> one
Pi^K.ri Ovcrweg,City Clerk.
Richard
drew In under the shadows of the prise, the fellow
consecutivelyfrom No. 1 to No. 14, both lathe boys appeals for letters from HoiDated, May 2, 1917.
wooded bank, pushed our way through "Well, 111 be damned!" he chortled,: land friend
towll*’ *D<* 10 ^ mt<*' P*7#hlea* follows,
:o:—
—
to the top of the rlie, came suddenly “you here?"
Now, homesick or not, letters from
Honda Noe. 1 and 2. Feb. let, 1919; Hoads
(Rinirei Her 26)
He threw back' his head, and I rec- | the home folks look like gold to s
Noa. 8 and 4 Feb. 1st, 1920; Bonds Noe. k
to an open spa£e, where a doxen acres
•STATE OF KJCHIOAV
•<1 ?. F«b. 1st 1921 : Honda Nee. 8, •
had bean cleared,and rode out boldly ognised him— Jem Taylor, old Ned stranger in a strang lanl. Of course The Twentieth JudicialCircuit: In Chancery. end
Tale
10. Feb. 1st, 1922; Honda Noe. 11 lad
Suit pendingin the Circuit Court for the
across the open field to the Hot Cowan. I drew a quick breath, my j they are not alone, but they are just Count)' of Otteve in Chenrerret Orend He 18, Feb. let, 1928; Honda Noa. 18 and 14.
Civil Strife
Feb. 1*1, 1924; and to draw interestat a
Ten on the 10th dey of April. A. 1>. 1917.
Sprints pike, clearly visible beneath teeth clenched, my arm steady. This i a bit lonely.
rate not to exceed 8 per cent per annum,
The address for each one of the sev- George Wendt,
encounter was going to prove no boy’s
the soft gleam of the atara.
payableicmi annuallyon tha the drat day
Plaintiff,
en is Marine Barracks, Port Royal,
of August and on the Sret day of Fobraary
I
know
not
how
long
we
rode, or pier
Ti.
of each year, beginningthe flrit day of
By RANDALL PAREISH
South Carolina.
Edward
H.
Marey,
William
MarKay.
“Put
down
yer
popgun,
boy,
an’
take
how far, for my mind had drifted Into
Auguet, 1917, both principal and interest
John
Trimpe,
Lyman
Mower,
Iirael
to be pa'
-* the
•* oMra of* “
ikCD.RUm
paid* at
the City fraaatrer:
Baseball,“such as it is" be- Poole, John C. Hobart, R. and 8.
a review of the nlght’i adventures, it easy— the blame thing mout go off.
both principal and tniereat to bo paid oat
Moore,
Charles
Storing,
and
Phebe
gan
at
high
school
this
week.
Regular
I
reckon
as
how
we
all
hav’n’t
got
of a at parole fund to b* known aa "Water
and a plan for the morrow. We met
M. Harmon, If living and their unWork* Honda Serif* T* Sinking Fund1’*
with no one, heard no nolle except the nuthln’ ter fight fer, hsv* we? How outdoor ball will not tie played this known heir* and deviaeee, if dead.
aaid bondajo be algned by the Mayor and
spring
by
a
school
team
here,
but
play
Defendants
ther Sam Hill did yer ever git yere?"
steady
pounding
of
our
horse’s
hoofs.
the City Clerk, and to be negotiated *| a
OiyjTifhl toy A.0.11oClarf 40a
In thie reuae It appealing
ground ball, tho' “indoor outdoor”
_ that
____ after pNe* not leu than the par value thereof,
"Now
wait,"
I
broke
In
coldly.
"You
A little later the sky to the east bediligent
Inquiry
it
cannot
be
ascertained
kind, will reign supreme.
and that upon the negotiating of aaid bonda
•YNOPtlt.
tv- v.
a
j i„„ whetherany of laid defendants are living or
gan to lighten In the promise of dawn. stand Just where you are. 1 am not
money received therefor bo credited to
The I reshmen, Sophomoresand Jun- dp,d eifept that the defendant John Trimpe the
Water Work* Hand* Serie* "P,, SinkWe climbed a long hill, our horses sure whether you know me or not; iors have already formed their teams ia deed and that John C. Hobart la livin the
ing fund of the City of Holland, and to be
CHAPTER X-Confed®r»UBerrvant slowing to the ascent,and by the time but I know you, Ned Cowan— I know and organized Cor a strenuous season nor who the heirs of any and all of safd u«ed for tho purpose of eonetrurtlng a conNvrttt of th« Staunton artlllanr la aeni
partiei are or where Ihey may reside:
crete reeervolr.
|a a ipr to hla native county
mty on tha Qrooa we attained the summit the gray light what you did at Hot Springs, and how of interclassrivT.ry iif the new sport.
THEREFORE, On motion of Diekema,Kol
Each proposal inu«t be areompanledwith
prlar by General Jackeon.
you
took
me
along
so
as
to
make
othTwo nights a week, according to'Thc len A Ten Cate, attorneys for plaintiff. It it
revealedour faces. I looked across
certified check of |&00 payable to tha Oitp
ORDERED that said defendant*, except da aTreaiurer
plans,
tho
classes
will
play
indoor
on
era
believe
I
was
guilty—
•’
of the city of Holland.
• CHAPTER H-Wyatt meeta a rnoun* at her, and her eyes, uplifted sudfendant John C. Robert, upon whom personal
I’ro|>o*al»
mu*t be addreued to Richard
lalneer named Jem Taylor, with whom hi denly to mine, smiled.
"Shucks, lad; ’twas bo more than two diamondsmarked off at River Ave- aervice can be obtained, enter their reepee
Overweg.
City
Clerk, and endorsedon atflaea to a houae beyond Hot Sprlnfa
nue and 15th street, the school’s play- tive appearancea in said cause on or beforo
a
fair
fight."
“You are worn out," I said.
velope ‘ Hid* for Water Work* Bond*."
ground.
Double-headers will be staged three months from tho date of this order and
The council reaervea the right to reieet
"It was cold-blooded mnrder, Cowwithin twenty days plaintiff reuse (his
"I— I am tired," she confessed."I—
on these two nights and because the™ that
mtssi
order to be published in the Holland City anv or all bid*.
ttproon and an old nelahbor of Wyatt, I have been two days and nights with- an!" I exclaimed Indignantly,"the cul- are two diamonds, all four classes will Kewa, aaid publication to be continued once
By order of the Common Council.
ph« la eent to bed while the two other out sleep. If 1 could only rest for an mlnatloa of a feud."
Dated Holland, Mich.. April 10. 1917.
playing
at
•rh
week
for
all
weeka
In
sueceaiion
pen talk. Wyatt becomes auaplctoua, and
RICHARD OVERWEO,
The aole end only relief tiked for in the
"Huh who told yer that?"
inda that Taylor haa murdered Harwood hour— "
April 12 19 26
City Clerk.
Hill of ComplaintSled In thi* auit end the
Fad eacaped.
I
stepped
aside,
but
still
held
him
“You shall— all day long. We will
only reeaon thi* enit la brought ia to remove
-:o:7671— Expires May 19
certain cloud* from the record title to t per
CHAPTER XY-Wyatt chancee to the find a place In which to hide down under the muxxle of my revolver. The
(Expiree June 80. 1917) '
7, I. cavalry uniform he haa with him.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- cel of Uml located in Hark Townehlp,Otta
change in posture brought the man
MORTGAGE BALE VOTIOl
; wa county, Michigan, known and deecribed
rides away In the nlfht. runnlof Into there in the valley."
bate
Court
for the County of Otl a* the aeat half of tho eoutheaRt quarter of
tachment of Federal cavalry, to
face to face with Noreen; I saw him
Defaulthaving been made In the conditawa.
he Identifieshimself as lieutenant The road led winding down between
l Section Thirteen(II), Townahip rive (5), tion* of a certain mortgage mad* by Mary
lean
forward
and
case
at
her;
then
nd, Third U. H. cavalry, by meana rocky banks Into a narrow valley,
Van Anrooy, formerly
formerly "hl*ry
Mary Mnntfng,
Manting, of
At s session of said Court, held North of Rang* Sixteen (16) Weat.
ORIEN 8. CROSS.
ra with which he haa been pro*
recoil, ai though he viewed a ghost
the city of Grand Haven,
County of Ottawa
a, Co
at Probate Office In the City of Grand
4 Captain Fox finds Harwood s body hemmed in by great hills, and watered She never moved, never spoke.
Circuit Judge.
and State of Michigan, a* mortgagor,
mi
to the
followsTaylor's trail
DIEKEMA. KOLLEN * TEN CATE,
by a small stream. Aa we paused to
Council of Hojie
College
. VL.
jo, a corporation leJaven in said County, on the 27th Attornoya for Plaintiff,
"Good
Lord!"
he
muttered.
"Is
that
rated
in
tho
city
of
Holland,
'
County
af
ItBaA^TER Y-Fox and Wyatt bellevp let the thirsty animals drink, the in
Hualneta Addreae, Holland, Michigan.
Ottawa and State of Michigan, aa mortgagee,
Bulor to be old Ned Cowan. The del
Harwood’s girl? Why, Anse’s out ay of April, A. D. 1917.
;o:
which aaid mortgage Ie dated the let day of
K|Mhment la ambushed. Wyatt
tyatt escapes
escapee to
huntin’ after her now— ’
September, A. D, 1911 and recordod in' the
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
the Green Briar country and fees to Har*
7668—
Expires
May
12
~ ’
ce of tha Rogieter
of Deoda of Ottawa
Wood's apparently deoerted borne.
He stopped, cursing fiercely to him- Judge of Probate
County, Michigan, on the 2nd day of Septem•TATI
OF
MICHIQAN--THB
Prs
self. His eyes shifted their gaze from
In the matter of the estate of
ber, A. D. 1911, In Liber 88 of Mortg«gei,
|CH/
CHAPTER VIfinds Noreoo
I— Wyatt
bats Court for tho County •’ on page 624, on which mortgage ther* Ie
Kirw.ood atone In her h<ome. She does
the face of the girl to mine. They
Klais
Brouwer,
Deceased.
bo due
due at the date ol thi* notice.
claimed to be
pot rvcognUe him, and he Introduce* hla*
Ottawa.
were narrow cat eyes, cruel and cunfor principal and internet, tlL
__ of
life eum
well as Lieutenant Raymond
Arend JwBrouwe*-, having filed hia
At a session of said Court, hold 11777.80, delinquent taxee of $96.84, making
ning.
, CHAPTER Vn-Paraon Nlohols odmes
tbs Probate Office In the City oi a total of $1674.84,together with an a?
to the house and tells Noteen of hsr fa*
“I reckon I ain’t seen oP Harwood’s >etition, praying that an instrument
torney fee provided for in aaid mortgage and
Grand
Haven In said County, on the by the Statute* of the State; and no eult or
{bar's death.
gal afore In maybe five year,’’* he said iled in said Court he admitted to
i roat dinn at law having been Inatltntedto
( CHAPTER VTII-Wyatt forces Parson
slowly, "but she has sure growed up ’rebate as the last will and testa- 23rd day of April, A. D. 1917.
recover the moneys secured by told mortItichols to confess that he has been sent
gage or auy part thereof,Notice ie therefor*
fine. Anse took after marrying’her ment of said deceased and that adXn advance of Ante Cowan, who propose*
Present, Hon. Jamee J. Danhof hereby given that by virtu* of tha powtr
to marry Norton at once, and eo quiet
furst Jlst ter spite Harwood, but since rainstration of said estate be grunt- Judge of Probate.
Ie contained In laid mortgage and tho
of aala
mtl# to the land In dispute between the
Statute in auch caee made and provided, on
he seed her a while back he’s sorter ed to Isaac Marailje find Arend K.
iCowana and Noreen’s dead father.
In the matter of the estate of
Tuesday, the 8rd day of July A. D- 1917. at
took a notion he wants her hisself.
three o dock in tho afternoon, tho under( CHAPTER IX-Anae Cowan and his
irouwer or some other suitable perAnton
L. Kleaver, Deceased.
igned will et the north front door of tho
nd
I reckon I don’t blame him. Thet’s
Wane arrive and find the preacher boun
House ia the City of Grand Haven,
in a closet. Wyatt and Noreen have oon£lina B. Kleaver, having filed her Court
why he wouldn’t wait, but set out ter- son.
Michigan,that being the plal* where Ik*
ttealsd themselves In tbs attic.
t is Ordered, That the Slat day of
night. No, I don’t reckon, young fel)etition, praying that an instrument Circuit Court for tho County of Ottawa Ie
| CHAPTER X— The Cowan can# ranheld, tell at publie auction, to the highcit
ler, It’s no particularrisk.. Yer a sojer day, A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock in
Itscks the Ihouse but falls to find the hid*
iled in said Court be admitted to bidder, the premises described In laid morthmd couple. Wyatt tells Noreen who he Is.
the forenoon, at aaid probate office
to pay tho amount of said principal
an’ don’t Jest understandhow we fight
’rebate as the last will and testa K5" interest, and said taxee and attorney
j CHAPTER XI— Wyatt and Noreen reout yere In the mountings. We Jest be and ia hereby appointed for
ament of said deceased and that ad fee* and other coat* Incident to this foreturn to the eecond floor and await the
cloeure, to wit The Eset Half of Lot Ten
strike quick, an’ then git away. Tain’t hearing said petition.
•cext move of the fang, forcing the
minsration of said estate be grantet (10), Block Thlrty-fivo (86), in the City
preacher to alienee.
so much of a trick Anse Is a-playlng
of Holland, Michigan.
It is further ordered, That public
to Frank Kleaver and Elina B. Klea
at over at Lewisburg. Sure thar’s five notice thereof be given by publicaDated thia 2nd day of April, A. D- 1917.
CHAPTER XII— Unable to escape while
THE COUNCIL OF HOPE COLLEGE,
flhs gang
around
[ang la on the first floor and ai
hundred Yanks thar; an’ if thar wud tion of a copy of Cnis order, for three ver or some other suitable person.
Mortgagee.
house, Wyatt proposes to marry
five thousand It wouldn't make no successive weeka previous to said
Diekema,Kollen k Ten Cate,
It ie Ordered, That the
i&reen to protect her from Cowan. She
Attorney! for Mortgage*.
accepts and Wyatt forcei the preacherto
great difference the way the guard is day of hearing, in the Holland City
21st day of May A. D. 1917 Buiines* Address,
marry them.
sot The whol' blame cabocdle Is News a newspaper printed and circn at ten o’clock in Hbe forenoon, at said
Holland, Mirbigsn.
< CHAPTER XITI-Cowan’igang Is drlvlated In said county.
camped
In
the
courthouse
yard,
an
•U off by Federal troops,one of whose
probate office, be and is hereby ap
Raymond.
officers Is the real Lieutenant Raymoi
JAMES J. DANHOF,
the only picket Is at the main ford o’
7657— Expiree May 5
Wyatt Is trapped, though Noreen attempts
pointed for hearing said petition.
the Green Briar. Yef never sa\r noto defend him.
(A true copy) Judge of Probate
STATE
OF MICHIGAN — Tk# Probate Omul
It la Further Ordered, That public
body, did yer, glttln’ out yere?"
for tb* County of Ottawa.
WILFOBD F. KIEFT
CHAPTER XIV- Wyatt is taken
notice there.? be given by publica- At a ireaioD of aaid court, held at tk*
No," I admitted, realizing his IntiMwlsburg for trial as a spy.
Registerof Probate.
tion of a copy of this order, for Probate Oflioe In tk* Oitj of Grand Hav**
CHAPTER XV— The camp commandant
Big Fellow With Ragged, Un- mate knowledge. "The camp Is poorly
three successiveweeks prevloua to
in said County, on the 14th day of
nd Captain Fox visit Wyatt In his cell
protected."
trimmed Hair and Scraggly Beard.
said da^of bearing,In the Holland
in the courthouse basement.He refuses
•7672- Expires May 19
“I reckon it is, and Anse knows
clemency In return for Information,and
News a newspaper printed and April, A. D. 1917.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tho Probata City Ne^ises^hlsboyhood’sknowledge of the build* creasing daylight gave me glimpse of that Just as well as you do. An’ he
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
circulated In laid county.
Court for the County of Ottawa
prepare a way of escape.
Judge
of Probate.
bridle path skirting the edge of the knows the gal yere had a room at ther
At a session of said Court, held at
JAMES J. DANHOF,
In the matter of tke eetate *f
CHAPTER XVI-Captaln Fox again stream along the west bank. The hotel. Thar is where he went, almln the Probate Office In the City
(A
true copy.) Judge of Probate
visits Wyatt, and tells him that Noreen
Isaac Harris, Deceased.
liaj Interceded for him unsuccessfully, and path turned sharply to the right, and fer ter raid the shebang Just before Grand Haven. In said county, on the WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
£bat Raymond. Jealous, la pushing the as we mounted to the slightly higher daylight" He laughed again mirth
Nora Harrie having filed in aaid
Register
of
Probate.
28th day of April. A1917.
ground we could see the cabin perched lessly. "By God, but Anse will be
court her petition praying that the
Present,
*
Hon.
James
J.
Danhof
! CHAPTER XVH- Wyatt escapesto the
on a littleknoll, against the black hill some mad when he finds out whut has
adminatrationof said estate be grant
Attic and thence to the heriff’i officeby
Judge of Probate.
7323— Expires May 12
beans of a disused, old-fashionedchim- Vhlnd.
happened. I reckon he'll 'bout cut yer
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
Fro ed to Nora Harris or some other suit*
ney. washes off the soot and changes
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
Surely nothing about the shanty, or heart out"
plothea In the -deserted washroom, and re*
bate Court for the County of Ot able person .
Elisabeth Kluver alias Klesver, De•onnoitsri.
“He will have to get me first.
Its Immediate surroundings, Indicated
tiwa.
It is Ordered, That the 14th day
CHAPTER XVTlI-Wyatt surprises present occupancy. Yet when I finally “Oh, don't yer ever worry none ceased.
At
ft session of said Court, held
May, A. D.’l9l7 at ten A. M.t
Raymond and his camp commandant, advanced it was with caution, and a 'bout thet, young fellar. Anse will Frank Kleaver having filed in said
holds them up, and with the aid of Nor- strange sense of expectation. Noreen sure git yer; he knows every bridle
at the Probate Office in ffie City of at said Probate office, be and is hereeen, gets out of headquarters room In
court his petitionpraying that the
Grand Haven in said County, on by appointed for hearing said petithe courthouse.
followed closely behind, treadlnff al- path ’cross these mountings, an’
adminstrationof said estate be granttion.
the 23rd day of April, A. D. 1917.
CHAPTER XIX— Wyatt and Noreen most In my footsteps,as noiseless as wouldn't give a continentaldamn
In clear of the courthouse and Noreen a fawn, her skirts held close about her fer no chance you’ve got fer ter git ed to Elina Kleaver of some other
It la FurtherOrdered, That Publie Not!**
iddes to accompanyhim In his flight
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, thereof
be flven by publicationof •
limbs. At the edge of the woods she away. He’s a tiger cat on a trail, suitable person.
Judge
of
Probate.
copy of thia order for three aucceoalv*
CHAPTER XX— Wyatt and Noreen obtain horses and escaoe from Lewtatmrg. stood motionless as I went crouching Anse Is— an' besides the blame fool It is Ordered, That the 31st day o
weeka
prevloua
to aaid day of hearingIn
In the matter of the estate of
the Holland City Newt, a newepapen printed
forward. The cabin was not deserted, wants the gal. He ain't no Cowan if May A. D., 1917, at ten o’clock in
Arend Jan Bosnian, Deceased.
<
and circulated In laid county.
CHAPTER XXI.
spite of Its desolate outward ap- he lets you beat him outer her."
the forenoon,at said Probate Office
JAMES
J. DANHOF,
pearance. Oppositeme was an open
He glanced quickly across my shoul- is hereby appointed for hearing said Christina Johanna Bosnian having
Judge of Probat*.
The Fight In the Cabin.
fireplace, an Iron kettle sittingIn the der toward the door. Perhaps she
filed in said court her final adminpetition.
(A True Copy)
Benton’s cabin had been burned alx ashes, while a short-barreled rifle moved; perhaps It was all Imaginastration account, and her petition WILTOBD F. KIEFT,
It Is Further Ordered,That public
months ago, Noreen told me, and the stood upright In a corner. On one of tion, but 1 thought I heard a noise, and
Register of Probate.
notice thereof he given by publicatloB praying for the allowance thereof
old man was believed to be dead. Few the stools lay a broad-brimmed hat. wheeled partly around, my eyes for
o
t
of a copy of this order, for three eue- and for the assignment and distribuothers ever used this cut-off, or had and a pair of ragged corduroy trousers an Instant deserting old Cowan’s face.
cesslve weeks previous to said day of tion of the residue of said estate,
7136— Expiree May 5
occasion to pass this way, and the hung on a wooden peg beside tho un- It was his one chance, and he tcok It. hearing, in the Holland City News •
It is Ordered, That the 2 1st day
STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Pf*
weeds had quickly taken possession. I barred door. *1 motioned to her to I sensed the spring, even as Noreen’s newspaper printed and circulated In
of May, A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock
bate Court for the County ef Ot
was obliged to feel for the worn trail, oln me. In spite of the lines of weari- cry of warning broke the silence, but said county.
tawa.
in the forenoon, at said probate of
aa It wound here and there along the ness in her face the light of the dawn not In time to escape the grip of the
JAMES J. DANHOF,
elope of the hill, and then finally down revealed a beauty that caused my old man's Iron fingers. His body
At a session ot said Court, held
fice,
be
and
is
hereby
appointed
for
(A true copy.) Judge of Probata.
a shallow depression toward the river heart to throb. Her eyes silently ques- crashed against me with such force WILFOBD F. KIEFT,
examining and allowing said ac at Probate Office In the City ot
Grand Haven In aaid County, on the
Rogtatar af Probate.
bank. The horses stepped cautiously, tioned me, and I explained quickly that I staggeredand fell; one hand
count and hearing said petition;
0
pressed closely together In the narrow what discovery I had made.
dosed like a vise on my throat, the
13th day of April, A. D. 1917.
It is Further Ordered, That pubrut, and the only noise was the occa7635— Expires May 19
"But the man may return," ehe said other gripped the stock of my rePresent, Hon. Jamee J. Danhof,
blic
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pubsional stumble of a hoof. Thus we doubtfully.
volver, crushing my fingers lifeless. I STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Judge of Probate
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order
for
Court for the County of Ottawa.
came down to the shore. My memory
In the mntter of the estate of
"01 course, althoughI Imagine he struck the edge of the table, strugIn the matter of the estate of
three successive weeks previous to
of the spot was haiy and uncertain.
has disappearedfor the day. If he gling vainly to keep my feet It went
John H. Klifman, Deceased.
Derk Hendrik Bosnian, Deceased.
said day of hearing, in the Hollam
"Have you ever crossed here?"
Is hiding out he may not dare to re- over with a crash, bearing us both
Sena Plesher,having filed in aaid
Notice is hereby given that four City News, a newspaper printed anc
asked doubtfully. "1 scarcely remem- main here In daylight Anyway you along, old Ned atop, clutching fiercely
court her petition praying that the
months
the
28th
day
of
April,
ber where the ford Ilea."
circulated in said county.
can rest safely, for I am not In need to ke^ his hold, his eyes blazing
adminetratioof said estate be grant"Yea," she replied, leaning forward, of any sleep. 1 napped In my cell madly down Into mine. As we struck A. D. 1917 have been allowed for
JAMES J. DANHOF,
ed to Luke Lugers or some other
"with my father a year ago."
yesterday, and Just & short dote will I wrenched my hand tree and pulled creditors to present their claims
A true copy. Judge of Probate.
"We’ll ride together, bat keep your serve me. But you are terribly tired— the trigger. The shot teemed to blaze against said deceased to said court for
suitable person.
WILFOBD F. KIEFT
feet free In the stirrups.”
across my own breast, burning like exam nation and adjustment, and that
It Is Ordered,That
It la In your eyes."
RegMter
of
Probate,
all creditors of said deceased are re*1 am not in the least frightened
"Yes," she confessed, "I must sleep fire, and, the next Instant, the man’s
o
the 14»h day of May, A. D. 1917
quired to preaent their claims to said
Don’t worry about me," and she held
knee crushed my wrist to the floor,
somewhere."
7650— Expires May 5
court, at the probate office, in the Citj
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
out her hand. "Yogll not find me a
"Then come; we’ll find a bite to eat and the revolverfeU from, my be- of Grand Haven, in said county; on or STATE OF MICHIGAN— THI Prw*
probate office be and is hereby apbad soldier."
benumbed fingers.
and a place for you to He down."
before the
bate Court for the County of Ot pointed for hearing said petition;
"I am certain of that— not If you
fTO BE CONTINUED.)
I opened the door noiselessly,al28th day of August, A. D. 1917
tawa
are still the same girl I played with.
It Is Further Ordered. That publie
though I took no special precaution,
and
that
laid
claims
will
be
heard
by
In the matter of the eaUU ol
PRICE OF BREAD
Her hand was In mine, and was not
notices thereof be given by publicaand held It wide, while she stepped
Paul.F.tSchuelkeDeceased.
withdrawn.
UP IN ZEELAND said codrt on Thor, the 30th day of Aug.
tion of a copy of thlz order, for three
across the threshold, and stood lookNolle*
Is hereby given that four months •ucceeilve weeka previous to said day
A.
D.
1917
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
fore
"I— hardly think I am," she aning curiously about Then I closed It
CommencingMonday morning the noon.
from the 11th of April, A. D. 1917
of hearing In the Holland City Newa,
swered soberly, a little catch in her
behind us, and we were In a sort of Zeeland bankers and the stores whict
hav* been allowedfor creditor* to presont a newspaperprinted and circulated
voice. "I am not a girl at all any
Dated
April 28, A. D. 1917.
twilight, amid which objects appeared soil bread began to charge 14c for large
their claims against said deceased to aaid
more, but I keep something of the
JAMES J. DANHOF, court for examination and adjustment, In said county.
sized loaves and seven cents for the
rather Indistinct
JAMES J. DANHOF,
same spirit, I hope."
Judge of Probata. and that all creditor* of sold deceased or*
"Ah," I said, “the fellow's cupboard smaller ones.
required to present their claims to aaid
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate*
I have never understoodwhat spell
—
:o:
r-:o:must be over yonder. I hope he keeps
court, at tha Probate Office In tha city of
there was about her to keep me silent
TO
Omnd Haven. In imld county, on or »**- WILFOBD F. KIEFT
it well stocked."
PROPOSALS FOR CITY PRINTING. fore the 11th day of August,A. D. 1917,
I had never before lacked audacity,
Register of Probate
17 IN
I stepped across In front of her, with
Bids for the City printing, both as to
yet I dare not speak the words that
and that said claims will be beard by mid
no other thought than that of explorYoung
America
han been so anxious official proceedings, legal advertising
.were on my Ups. The thought ha<
7608
ing the larder, when she gave vent to to get on Uncle Barn’s fighting ships and job work. All job work shall be court on Thursday, the 16th day of August
taken firm possession of my mind that
Empires May 5
A. D. 1917 at ten o’clock in the forenoon
a startledcry, and I stopped suddenly, that the Navy department has found bid for in accordance with the schedule
•he was the victim of circumstances
Dated April 11th, A. D. 1917.
sweeping my eyes about to learn the it necossary*to refuse admission to the prepared by tho City Clerk, bids to be
that she accompanied me merely
navy
to boys under seventeen.
submitted
to
the
City
Clerk
on
or
beJAMES J. DANHOF,
cause of alarm. The ragged quilt waa
•scape from threatened danger,
“Some well developed boys as young for 5 P. M. on Tuesday,May 8, A. D. Judge of Probatei
Sr., Deceased:
on the floor, and a man leaped across
knew I loved her; the touch of her
as 14 have tried to hoodwink the re- 1917.
Having
the room and grasped the rifle In the cruiting officers,”Secretary of the
recelva,
oj _ .
band sent a wild thrill through me.
It shall be understoodthat the city
and demand* of.
corner.
I
saw
the^wift
movement
Navy
Daniels
announced.
“Daily
ap
reserves
the
right
to
reject
any
and
and my heart throbbed to the menMry
ed.
MORE HOSPITAL DONATIONS
realized the purpose, yet had scarcely plicationsare being received from eag- all bids.
that she was actually my wife. But I
Donations
to
the
hospital
fund
are
time to draw a revolver from the belt er boys under the legal age, and patriIt shall also be understood that the
flare not permit her to even guess the
before Ike had hand on the weapon, otic parents,feeling that America is in contract for city printing shall not in coming in to the committee in an tnfor tb* purpo** of axtruth, for I felt that the regretted the
Mid claim!.
and whirled savagely about, facing us. danger, are consenting to the sacrifice. elude any work not included in the couraging manner. The latest are: I.
Kouw
ft
Co.,
$25;
Prof.
D.
B.
Yntema,
Dated AnrllrT. A. D
For the instant the gloom disfigured I have every appreciationof -this, spirit bids and Scheduled*but as to such work
FOR BALE— Ideal Eight Acre Fruit
but I deem it unwise for the country the city shall have the right to request $50; J. P. Kleis, $10; Gerald Bosch, $10.
near town; good soil, good kls face— all I knew was that he was
separate bids ir.enever It shall so de- Rev. M. Kolyn, $25.
Offner Owner, Douglas,
Mow,
0<
wetkaou
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Drove the nucleus for a fine working
8*^ force. Most of the old time ship car*
penters who worked in the two Grand
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•“ l Haven yards have long since laid aside
their tools and launched their last
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ship, but their instructionhas lived aft-
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them. Many ships built in the yards
in this city are still afloat and as
fit. Car Feed
--------------00 staunch and strong as ever,
j To the o.der residents a return of
the ship building industry to Grand
Cracked Cora ------------------I Haven would be a glimpse back into
m'*'
...................
the past, with its sunny memories of
S'*S5,:r"' ......................
55.00 begone days and good friends.
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years ago.
Many useful and beautifulgifts were
presented and the commemoration was
an event in Otsego.
Mr. ami Mrs. ,A. H. Meyer and
family motored to Otsego to take in the
event. Win, Halhouse and J. C. Wall of
Kalamazoo were also present.
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- --- = %
Chicken.
£<gg
Egg
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.

Butter, dairy ---- — ..............
Butter, Creamery ..................
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ed the 81st milestone of her life. Three
weeks ago she suffered a stroke of apo-

plexy and was rendered unable to
apeak. She slowly improved, but did
FORMER HOLLAND MAN
not
completely recover from the stroke
HAS SILVER WEDDING
Monday she became criticallyill and
Wm. D. Clock, formerlyinterested passed away Tuesday at 2 o’clock. The
in the Ottawa Furniture Co. and whose
funeral serviceswill be held Friday afwife was Miss Sena Jonkman of Holland twenty-five years ago, celebated ternoon at 1:30 o’clock at the home on
their 25th wedding anniversary at Ot- Centennial street and at 2 o’clock at
sego, where Mr. Clock moved several the First Reformed church, the Rev.

Hi Pr^tefn Dairy Feeds.~52.00

Badger Horse

Mrs. William Leenhouta died Tuesday at her home on Centennial street,
Zeeland. Last week Sunday she pass

-

- —
FRUIT GROWER REPORTS

*..«

o

GOOD CHANCE FOR

additionallocal

CROP

BIG

Fruit prospects in Ottawa and Allegan counties are encouragingaccording to estimates compiled by Gerrit
J. Deur, a leading grower of Holland
Township.Although peaches suffered
from the present cold snap tbe estimate is about 75 per cent. Cherries
iromise a full crop, pears from 65 to
0 per cent, apples from 80 to 85 per
cent and small fruits indicate a fair

Ms. R. L. Dodd of Milwaukee is visiting her mother Mrs. Alice Robinson.
Miss Jeanne Van* Dyke and Harry J.
Mulder were married at the Hethany
church parsonage at
by
Bev. James Wayer last Tuesday. Both
young people are well known here, and
If ter as ^hort wedding trip will return
,to make Holland fheir home.

Grand

yield.

-

o

—

-

P. P. Cheff, officiating.

ther notice will be Fort
Thev sav that they are
‘‘havin’ a. well

LdU

Hvin

high
This

again shows that the men know very
little at to whee they will be placed.
These two Sentinel boysr it was undestood would be sent to 1 acific Coast
near San Francisco.
Mrs. Cecil True’blood left today for
Midland, Mich., where she will join her
husband who left Holland for their
;new home a few days ago. Mr. True
blood has been employed as chemist at
Aniline Dj'« Work,
fT UI
ilnce

J

1

sao

—

-
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Gives to the Bedroom an
Artistic

Touch
BOZART RUGS

but also for Verandas, Cot-

<

rooms
etc. They are made from

tages, Children’s play

New

On

to

CHURCH JANITOR
YEARS, DEAD

They

derfully.

will not

shrink, curl or bulge; will
lie flat

We

36 x 72 inches $2.00, 6 x 9
$12.00, 9 x 15

ft.

ft.

*

have these

$6.00, 9 x 9

$15.00.

the Job

ft.

They

without tacking; are

absolutely odorless,and can
be

are

washed with soap and

inexpensive— cost

less

than

60inches $1.50,

in various sizes:-30x

$9.00, 8-3 x 10-6 ft. $9.50, 9 x 12

ft.

i

HBRE AND STRAW MATTINGS
Beautiful Patterns,

New Designs
yard

at 15c, 28c, 30c, 35c, 45c and 55c a

-

40
it with the uow v.ne....k«.. ~
fidland. The Truebloods came to HoiAT 79
md from Indiana last fall and they
ave made many friends here during
Cornelius Tras, aged 79 years, a resiheir brief residence in this city.
dent of this city 48 years, died Tuesday
morning at his home, 24 West 14th St.
Barney Tierman of this city died
ionday evening at Harper hospital, For nearly forty years he was janitor
of the Central Aveaue Christian ReJetroit He underwent a serious operformed church, retiring a few years
rtion after which he failed to rally. The
ago.
-emains were brought to the home of
He is survived by bis widow, five
iis parents in this city, 34 W. 22nd
sons and one daughter: Mrs. J. Wiehit He is suvived by his parents, one inga of this city, Marinus, Joe and Corbrother and three sisters Jessie, Raynelius of Grand Rapids, John of Mishmond and Minnie at home and Mrs. M. awaka, Ind., and Anthony of Peru,
Brigbtrallof this city. The funera
alervices will be held tomorrow at 1:30
The funeral will be held fflday aftit the house and at 2:30 at the Maple
ernoon at 2 o’clock at the home, Rev.
ivenue church.
B. H. Einink officiating.

and delightful
walk upon, ye* wear won.

are resilient

carpet rugs and wear longer.

ALWAYS

Craft Fibre in several

shades and designs. They

water without affecting the fabric or the color.

—

are suit-

Bedrooms not only,

able for

and three daughters: Mrs. Seth Coburn
of Husdonvillc; Mrs. De Hoop and Miss
Jennie Leenhoutsat home; Dr. Abraham Leenhouts of Holland, and Robert
LeenhoutsV Holland; William of Florida, John and Cornelia of Zeelapd. %

Grand Haven Tribune— The flag at
the Armory was lowered to half mast
in espect to the memory of Antonie
Boet, who died last evening. Mr.
Boet besides being a veteran of the
Civil war was also a veteran of Co. F.
His name appearedon the first muster
roll of Co. F and he was for many
yeas an interested member of the organization. He served the city of
Grand Haven faithfullyand well as a
member of the city police force for tea
years and the flag on the city hall was
placed at half mast this morning. The
court house flag was also half masted
in respect to the veteran’s memory.

time-

Rug

Bozart

Mrs. Leonhouts is well known in
Zeeland and vicinity. She was born
on a farm northeast tf Zeeland.Later
sht moved to Zeeland where she has
since resided. Her husband, who was
a pioneer of this locality died several
years ago. Mr. and Mrs. William Do
Hoop have made their home with Mrs.
Leenhoutsfor the last few yean. She
is survived by the following five sons

FLAGS ARE NOW AT
HALF MAST ON THE ARMQORY
stating that their address until fur-

A

CONGOLEUM RUGS

For good servieg,
and good photos see

The new waterproof, and sanitary rug^suitable for kitchens, dining rooms,

us.

Ind.

bed rooms, porches,
9 x 10-6

ft.

etc.,

advertised in

all

magazines. 6 x 9

the leading

ft.

at$4.50,

$9.00, 9 x 12 ft. $10.50.

The

Lacey Studio
Holland. Michigaft
19 E. 8th

St.

Up

DU MEZ BROS.
“What We Say We Do, We Do

Stairs

Do.’

William T. Baker read with consider-

bombardment of the town of Zierikree in the
able interest yesterday of the

province of Zeeland in the Netherlands.
He was interested because that little
town was his birthplace,more years
ago than he cares to tells. He has no
vivid memoriesof his birthtown, however. as he was somethinglike a year
old when he left it. A number of
Grand Haven folks, however, can claim
the bombarded town as their birthplace
and they can rememlierconsiderable
about it os well.— Grand Haven Tribune.
— :o:

Beautiful

NEW

SUITS at About 1-3 OFF!

SUITS,

YOUR CHOICE,
• ’

—

WOODEN

SHIPS TO BE

ALL

BUILT IN CITY OF

GRAND HAVEN
BUM0R8 OF

VISIT OP INVESTIGA-

TORS TO CITY SAID TO

REVIVAL OF OLD

MEAN

IN-

Just Received-Several

DUSTRY.

New

$16.75
•'

’ -

Suits That

Materialis Very Handy and Locality

Are About Three weeks

of the City Is Suitable For The

late and Rilled

Purpose.

To Us

Grand Haven Tribune—Parties who
•did not make their identity known for

at,

a Very Liberal Discount.

We

Entire Stock with This Lot of Suits

publication are said to have visited

Grand Haven with the last few days

will include our

That Are Sold at

$27.50, $25.00, $24.00, and $22*50, Your Choice

for the purpose of looking over proper-

at

ty in this city which might be used for
used for ship yard purposes.They are
aaid to have been favorably impressed
-with the site formerly occupied by the
old Duncan Robertsonyard along the
south channel and it is not beyond a
.possibility that important developments
may appear within a short time.
It is a well known fact that the

$16.75

.governmentof the United States is
considering,seriously the fostering of
the constructionof wooden ships to be
used for ocean service. The plan is to!

This very low price will sell thfese extra special bargains in
a very short while, aim to give all the same opportunity
we will put these on sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

fairly bridge the Atlantic with a gigan-

tic fleet of wooden craft, which are
•aid to be better proof against. thc submarine torpedoes than the steil boats,
and in this way to transport supplies
to the U. 8. Troops and the allies on the
other side. The submarine warfare has
destroyed a tremendous amount of ton-l
nage of late, and the maritime author-1
ities believe that by the continuous
building of wooden ship* the Teutonic!
menace could be finally be worn down.
It is said that several yards are about
4o be opened for wooden ship buildingi

on

tl*e

Great Lakes, and a number

/•ill be located in Lake Michigan. It
3* understood that Munistee is to have
one, and tb*t Grand Haven has beenl
considered as the other location. While
therelif little standing limber suitable]
for sHipiWHding iii this immediate vicinity,. the t reimportation nreana are
good. The' Grand Trunk R'y taps the
great forests of northern Canada. The
timber can be loaded on board of the
cart in the woods and brought direct

Newest Coats, Dresses, Skirts and Waists *at Our
Usual Low Prices l
Special This

Newest Silk and

ALWAYS THE NEWEST STYLES AND THE LOWEST PRICES

Week Only!
All our

Voile Waists

New Spring

Values

Skirts $7.50,
'.SO, $7.00,

$2.75 and $2.50

$6.75, $6.50, $6.00,

FRENCH CLOAK STORE

$5.75; Your Choice

$5.00

THE BUSY STORE

Your choice

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

$1.95

yarda at this point in good
are itill a
— __
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